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OPA Orders Sale
Of Canned Goods
Stopped Feb. 20

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, February 4, 1943

Knox Returns From South Pacific Tour

Dorothy M. Jordan
Wins Spelling Bee
2nd Year In Row

Elks Polio Party
Successful Event
150 Attended Celebration Here Saturday Night
With net proceeds amounting
to $142.75, the annual celebration
of the President's Birthday here
Saturday night, Jan. 30, was attended by more than 150 persons
at the Elks Clubroom. Proceeds
were twice those of last year
and exceeded any previous campaign, with exception of the
first year, Chairman
Philip
Stevens said
Mr.
Tuesday.
Stevens contributed much of the
financial success to cooperation
of newspapers and merchants
here who donated prizes, tickets
and supplies to eliminate almost
all expenses.
More than $40 in prizes were
given for bridge and bingo
games. Ticket sales were under
supervision of Gus Kortrecht;
dance, Hillery Barnett; bridge,
Mary Wilson Eldred, and bingo,
Elks Club. Music for dancing
was furnished by Vance Bryant
and his band.
According to Mr. Stevens, the
Elks Club paid all necessary expenses and donations and cooperative work by persons here
rilade the celebration possible
11) minimum expense.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
are spending this week in Louisville.

President Jokes With Vargas Of Brazil

18 Pupils Represent
City and County
Schools In Annual
Contest Saturday

Public Must Register
For Ration Book No. 2
Between Freezing
Date And March 1
(By Associated Press)
Washington, Feb. 3—Public
sale of canned fruits and vegetables will stop throughout the
nation at midnight February 20,
and will resume on-a tightly rationed basis March 1.
These official dates for starting
the drastic innovation in grocery
shopping were announced yesterday by the Office of Price Administration. The order also applies to all frozen fruits and
vegetables, dried fruits (but not
dried vegetables), canned soups
and canned baby foods.
Canned goods rationing has
been on the way for several
months because of the quantities
needed by armed forces and
lend-lease operations. Many
stores have for weeks limited
customers to one or two cans of
this or that.
Canned goods rationing will
involve a dual currency system.
Starting March 1, every time the
housewife goes to the store for
canned goods, she will have to
pay not only the usual money
price, but also a value in coupon
points.
For March, the first ration
period, she will have 48 points
for every member of the family
to spend on rationed goods. She
will have to budget herself on
canned goods according to her
family's likes and dislikes.
The eight days between February 20 and March 1 will be used
for two purposes.
Grocers will stock their stores,
mark point values, on either cans
or counters, train employes in
the rationing methods, and make
other preparatoins.
The public will use the period
to line up at schools, churches
and other public places to get
new ration books. This registration, to be handled by 1,500,000
volunteer clerks, will begin February 22 and run for six days.
Sometime during those eight
days, also, O.P.A. will announce
what the point values of different cans, frozen packages, or
dried fruit packages will be
worth during March (values may
change from month to month).
Plans for registration for No. 2
ration books are well under way,
(Continued on Page Four)

Number 31

Local Citizens To
Sponsor 'Victory
Book' Campaign
Social and Civic Organizations Plan Drive
Through February 5
To March 5

Dorothy Mae Jordan, 13, daughAt a meeting Tuesday night at
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jordthe George Coon Memorial Lian, an eighth grade student at
brary for the purpose of organizButler High School, was winner
ing a 1943 "Victory Book" camof the Caldwell County Spelling
paign, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred,
Bee held in the county courtchairman,
announced plans for
room here Saturday afternoon,
a book drive for soldiers and
Jan. 30, beginning at 1:15. Miss
Jordan was winner of last year's
sailors to be conducted from
contest and second place winner
February 5 to March 5.
in 1941. She is a pupil of Mrs.
Miss Eldred explained the
Frank Craig.
purpose of the drive, asking that
Miss Jordan was declared winthe public give books of interupon
correctly spelling
ner
est to our fighting men, both
"republic," misspelled by Kenfiction and non-fiction. Slogan
neth Harper, who placed second.
of the drive is, "Give a Book
Eighteen pupils participated in
that you would like to keep
the contest. They were: Wilma
yourself."
Dean Lamb, White School House;
The committee for conducting
Letchel Vinson, Flatrock; Kenthe drive, composed of repreFrank Knox (center), Secretary of the Navy, and Admiral neth Harper, Good Springs;
sentatives from various civic and
Chester W. Nimitz, Pacific fleet commander (right), return to James
Drennon, Eddy Creek;
Presidential wit sparkled as President Roosevelt and President social organizations, are making
Pearl Harbor, T. H., from a tour of the South Pacific during
which they were under attack by the Japs twice. Captain Frank William Virgil Phelps, Scotts- Getulio Vargas of Brazil (L:vilian in center, rear seat) began a plans for securing books. Mrs.
Beatty, aide to the secretary, is at the far left. The group is in burg; Kenneth Nall, Nabb; Jim- tour of army, navy and air force bases of the two American re- McKee Thompson, librarian at
a Navy landing boat. (Associated Press Photo from U. S. Navy) mie Donald Clayton, Lewistown; publics when the United States chief executive stopped off in Butler High, promised full supBrazil on his return from conferenceb with British Prime Minister
Ralph Cummins, Cobb; Patsy Churchill at Casablanca, French Morocco. inspection was made port of the schools and Charlie
Wigginton, Crider; Imogene Felk- in a U.S. Army jeep. (Associated Press photo from U. S. Army White pledged support of the
How To Send Leader
er, Quinn; Minnie Lee Cook,
Kiwanis Club at the meeting. It
••••1
Friendship; Gwendolyn Ladd,
was announced by Mrs. C. H.
To Men Overseas
Friendship;
Margaret P'Pool,
Jaggers chairman of the WoThe Postoffice Department Blue Springs; Irene Smith,
man's Club that this organiza12 Of January List
has ordered that individuals Farmersville; Doris Earle Deartion would sponsor a benefit tea
cannot send copies of news- ing, Liberty; Dorothy Mae Jordfor purpose of securing books
Join Navy Before
Children
School
County
papers to men overseas. The an, Butler; Clara Jane Beck,
for the drive. The George Coon
Induction
Hollingsworth, and David Alexonly way your fighting man
Library will be collection eenter.
Get $15,051 More
The following 19 selectees were
can receive the home news- ander, Eastside.
It was particularly stressed
accepted for military service
Than Goal
Judges were Mrs. John E.
paper now is for him to be a
at this meeting for the public
when examined last Tuesday at
Caldwell county again, as each
regular subscriber, the pub- Young, Elwood Cook and Mrs.
not to donate obsolete, uninterthe Evansville induction station:
Leona Trader and announcer month to date, exceeded the
lisher to mail his copy, esesting or worn books.
Captain
B.
K.
Amos
has
been
Orvil Pugh, Frank I. Glass, Nawas Rev. Chas. P. Brooks. The January War Bond quota by
pecially certified. Newspapers
transferred to the Station hospitthan E. Bates, George E. French,
mailed in any other manner contest was under direction of $15,051.59, the alloted quota hav- al in Wayne,
Penn.
John T. Baker, Chas. E. HardCounty
Superintendent,
School
January
$30,900.
ing
been
The
will not be accepted for ship*
*
*
rick, James E. McCaslin, John E.
Edward F. Blackburn.
quota was sponsored by children
ment overseas. We can send
Corporal Joe Tanner, Medical
Eison, Jr., Ray G. Lane, Erve H.
Due to war-time conditions the of the county schools and was
The Leader to your fighter
Corps, Camp Breckenridge, spent
Childress, Jr., Maurice E. Myers,
anywhere in the world for Courier-Journal and Louisville considered very successful, Dr. C. Sunday with
his mother, Mrs.
Gene L. Traylor, Robert R.
Times annual state contest will F. Engelhardt, War Bond chair$1 for six months.
I. B. Tanner. .
Holeman, Lucian Walker, ArnGroup Composed Ennot be held in Louisville this man, said Wednesday.
*
* *
old T. Barnes, Frank E. Stallins,
year, but Miss Jordan will reThe First National Bank was
Of 18- to 20tirely
Evans Groom, Jr., cadet in
Arthur G. Sigler, Aaron Dillingceive 210 in cash from the Cour- the largest seller of War Bonds
the
Army
Air
Corps,
Wright
Year
Olds
ham and Melvin Lee Banks.
ier-Journal and a book, "The and Stamps in January. Sales Field,
Dayton, Ohio, spent last
Selective
County
Caldwell
Those voluntaring
for
the
Life of Henry Wattefson." Each amounting to $18,725.
week-end with his grandmother, Service Board mailed notices
Navy were: Bayless Gordon
contestant was presented a certiDr. Engelhardt announced the
Mrs. Willie A. Groom, Wash- last weekend to 27 Princeton
Wadlington, James Everett Holt,
ficate from the Courier-Journal February quota has been placed
ington street. and Caldwell county registrants
Robert Taylor Nuckols, George
at $20,500 and Illinois Central
* * *
Dr. Roy E. Proctor To and Louisville Times.
to appear before Dr. W. L.
Thomas Marshall, Vernell Udell
employes will take their turn in
Lieut. Gid Shelby Pool, Camp Cash, examining physician, TuesHunter, George William Tandy,
Lead Discussion On
leading the sales this month,
Ground Hog Sees His
Campbell, spent last week-end day, Feb. 5, for their first phyEuel Edwin Dearing, James ByCollier.
under
of
C.
direction
S.
Filing Returns
with friends and relatives here. sical examinations.
ron Childress, William Thomas
Shadow—Then Sends
*
* *
Caldwell County Farm Bureau
Comprising this number,'were
French, Roy Edward Crowe,
Ralph Randolph Retained
Storm!
Thunder
Big
in
cooperation
Agriculwith
the
Corporal
Claude
Allison Akin, 23 white men and four Negroes.
Keeney
James D.
and Leonard
As Air Force Instructor
tural Extension Service, is sponMr. G. Hog was out TuesFt. Knox, is on furlough, visiting They were: Orbie Allen Tosh,
Richmond English.
Ralph Randolph, recently com- his mother, Mrs. Fanny Akin Bernard Carlyle Hobby, Kenneth
soring a farmers meeting Satday morning, saw his shadmissioned Second Lieutenant at and other relatives. Corporal Weston Cotton, William Garland
urday, Feb. 6, in the courthouse,
ow without doubt . . . and
REVIVAL SERVICES
Kirtland Field, Albuerque, N. M., Akin is in the Medical Corps Jones, Bryant Bannister, James
at 10 o'clock a. m. for the purthen told the weather man
ANNOUNCED FOR
has been retained at the Army and works in the dental hygiene Price Beesley, Ray Davis Woodpose of providing farmers with
to send June in February,
Forces Advance Flying School division at the Station Hospital. ruff, Herbert Morse, Jr., James
information needed to correctly
complete with shower s,
OGDEN MEMORIAL
there as an instructor, his par- He has been in the Army six Malcolm Asher, Niles Tilford
plenty of sun and temperaAnnouncement was made this file income tax returns, accordents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ran- months.
ing
to
M.
P.
Brown,
president.
fitting
of
for
ture
departure
Holeman, Milton Edward Boyd,
week of a revival to be held at
dolph, were informed Monday.
* * *
Mr. Brown said farmers are
winter.
John Clemens Crowe, James
Ogden
Memorial
Methodist
But the signs say if shadw Louard Egbert, Princeton, who Herbert Lee, George Scobie
Church by the pastor, Rev. E. S. beginning to recognize the many
ow is seen, six more weeks
was inducted into the Army Alexander, Robert Franklin East,
Denton. The meeting will begin difficulties they are going to
City Auto License
of winter; so if you believe
about two months ago, has been Ralph Franklin Hart, Gayle
March 21 and run through April have in assembling necessary inSales Total 470
in signs, gentle reader, prepromoted to rank of Corporal. Gray, James Richard McGehee,
2. Dr. Ira Mason Hargett, pastor formation to file their returns.
City auto license sales had He is stationed at Camp San Charles Bishop Peters, James
pare for a cold wave.
of the Fourth Avenue Methodist Those who have been keeping
reached a total of 470 Tuesday, Anita, Arcadia, Calif. His wife, Edward Ward, Robert Glenn
Church, Louisville, will do the farm accounts will have less
according to a report by City the former Jean Blythe, plans Pruett, Hoy Littlejohn and Wilpreaching and Rev. Joe Callen- difficulty than they would other- Four Princeton Youths
Quisenberry. to visit him soon.
Garland
Clerk
liam Alvin Francis.
der, of Providence, will lead the wise.'
Exam
Corps
Take
Air
expected to
of
license
Number
*
*
*
Dr.
Roy
E.
Proctor,
of
the
Colored, William Young Gray,
singing.
Gene Young, Bill Granstaff, be issued city motorists totals
Amqng Caldwell County in- Charles William Grooms, ThursRev. Mr. Hargett is an out- Farm Management Department,
standing evangelistic pastor and College of Agriculture, Lexing- Jimmy Pool and George Greer about 550, inclusive of trucks ductees leaving here Jan. 14 and ton Boyd and Paul Lawrence
attracts large audiences where- ton, will attend the meeting and returned from Louisville Tues- and cars, and sales are under being transferred from Ft. Ben- Baker.
day morning where they took that of the previous year at jamin Harrison, Ind. to Ft. Leonever he goes. Mr. Callender is lead the discussion.
examinations
County
for entrance in the this time, Mr. Quisenberry said. ard Wood, Missouri, for basic
Agent
J.
F.
Graham
a popular pastor and is always
Employes of I. C.
training are Edward G. Young,
in demand to do evangelistic stated that in addition to the Army Air Forces. Gene Young
discussion on farm accounts and successfully passed the test and Princeton Troop To
William M. Merrick, Robert L. Offered Garden Space
singing.
Cayce, Freddie J. Mitchell, Owen
The Illinois Central Railroad
The pastor extends a cordial Income tax returns, a brief dis- was sworn in, subject to call. Observe Scout Week
Son, Russell L. McDaniels and has entered the 1943 Victory
invitation to all to attend these cussion on "The Job of Caldwell There are Seniors . at Butler
National Boy Scout Week, Feb. Delbert E. Tosh.
Garden campaign with an anservices and hear these outstand- County Farmers in 1943, and Ad- High School.
6-12 will be observed here by
* * *
justments that May be Made to
nouncement that employes will
ing men.
scout
regular
meetresuming
Aide in the War Effort," will be Mark Cunningham Addresses
Pvt. Buford Tosh, Crider, is be granted the use of plots on
ings and making plans for the stationed at Ft. Dix, N. J. He the right-of-way for vegetable
added.
Rotary Club Members
KPA Hold Annual
activities, Scoutmaster was inducted into the Army in gardens.
Mark Cunningham, local in- year's
Mid-Winter Meeting
Alton Templeton reported Tues- December.
agent,
addressed
memsurance
The project is a revival of one
Gas Rationing Card Can
The Kentucky Press Associa* *
*
bers of the Rotary Club at their ay. There are 30 members in
that was started during World
tion at its 74th annual mid-win- Be Renewed After Feb. 8 regular meeting Tuesday night, the local trop, arganized eight
Sergeant James T. Wynn, War I. At that time approximateter meeting in Louisville last
All motorist holding "B" gaso- discussing "Victory Tax," stress- years ago. It is called the Silver
(Please turn to Back Page)
ly 1,200 Illinois Central Workweekend elected Vance Armen- line rationing cards expiring ing the importance of this tax Jubilee Troop, having been orers gardened more htan 5000
trout, associate editor of the February 28, and all "C" cards as a means of raising funds for ganized in the 25th year of scout
acres of Illinois Central right-ofM. P. Eldred Gets
Louisville Courier-Journal, presi- and non-hgihway gasoline users the winning of the war. About history.
way.
dent to succeed Harry L. Water- are requested to come to the 20 members were present.
Sturgis Assignment
The present program provides
field of Clinton. Joe Richardson local Rationing Board office afMoves Family To Frankfort Marshall P. Eldred, special as- that any employe may apply to
of Glasgow, was elected vice ter February 8 for renewal of
Sergeant and Mrs. Clyde Twis- sistant to the U. S. Attorney in the
nearest Illinois Central
president and Victor Portmarin their cards and new supply of Bryant's Band Presents
dale and family move dto Frank- Louisville and others members Freight agent for garden space.
of the University of Kentucky stamps for the next quarter, Bob Program At Kiwanis Meet fort Sunday where Sergeant of the staff have set
up a temp- Space will be selected by the
Journalism department was re- Jacobs, clerk of the local board
Members of Prof. Kendall V. Twisdale was recently trans- orary office for two weeks in agent on land not now leased for
tained
as secretary-treasurer. said Wednesday.
Bryant's Band at Butler High ferred following his appointment Sturgis to simplify settlement of any purpose and so located that
Tyler Munford of Morganfield,
School will present a program of as Supervisor of Safety of the land grants in that area Mrs. there will be no interference
now with the navy, was chosen -Mrs. Henry Hale returned from instrumental music at the Ki- State Highwa yPatrol.
Segt. Eldred and son, Marshall Polk, with railroad operations. Grants
chairman of the executive com- Louisville Sunday where she wanis Club at its regular meeting Twisdale has been a chief offic- are visiting
Mr. Eldred's parents, will be for one crop year at a
mittee, and Chauncey Forgey of had been visiting her daughter, today noon, John Fox, program er of the State Highway Patrol Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Eldred and time and for gardening purAshl-”d was named vice chair- Mrs. Marshall Eldred and Mr. chairman for the club, said Wed- in this district the last five Mrs. Eldred's mother,
Mrs. Henry poses only. No chafge will be
man.
Eldred.
nesday.
years.
Hale during this time.
made for the use of the land.

19 Accepted For
Service In Army

County Again Tops
War Bond Quota

OUR
MEN
IN SERVICE

27 New Registrants
Screened For Draft

Farmers Invited To
Income Tax Meeting
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lished by court decision. We are inauguratShall Kentucky Remain Solvent?
ing these programs. They must be financed
By Keen Johnsin, Governor of Kentucky
Guest writing for Editor Tom R. Underwood
from the $4,250,000 appropriation referred
in the Lexington Herald
to above. These two programs, if reasonably
Kentucky has never been better prepared
supported financially, will require more
to withstand the economic impact of war
money than is now available.
than at this time. The long, toilsome trek
Six and six-tenths cents oa of your tax
from the brink of bankruptcy with an exdollar is required to finance the state courts.
pensive debt of $25,000,000 to the heights
Two and a half cents of your dollar is reof financial solvency is an advance in sound
quired to operate the state's public health
government which thoughtful citizens should
program, including treatment of crippled
insist on retaining.
children and maintenance of tuberculosis
As a result of a war boom in business, the
hospitals.
state's income has been artificially stimulatThis represents 84 cents out of your tax
ed. The same tax sources, which produced a
dollar for fixed expenses as fixed and destate income for the general fund of $33,finite as your telephone and electric light
580,948 last fiscal year, produced only $26,bill. The remainder of your tax dollar is ex721,071 in the fiscal year of 1939-40. When
pended for numerous miscellaneous items,
war-stimulated business activity subsides,
including the Department of Conservation,
the tax laws now in effect in the state will
Industrial Relations, military, Confederate
again produce an annual income with which
pensions and general governmental adminto finance state activities of between $26,istration.
000,000 and $27,000,000 a year. If the citiThe state hospitals for the mentally ill
zens want the state to stay out of debt they
and the Houses of Reform at Greendale have
should look with suspicion on those who
been among my major interests as governor.
promise to increase salaries of those paid
These institutions have been neglected for
from tax money, augment the rolls of oldyears. As a result, their buildings and equipage assistance and at the same time reduce
ment are distressirigly inadequate.
taxes.
During my administration we have exThe impact df war is already adversely
pended nearly $2,000,000 in rehabilitating
affecting the state's income. Last fiscal year
these institutions, yet we have hardly startthe 5-cents a gallon production tax on
ed. That which has been expended has been
whisky manufactured in the state brought
for the restoration of heating plants, elecinto the treasury $4,000,000. Distilleries have
trical rewiring to eliminate fire hazards, rebeen ordered by the War Production Board
placing of leaking roofs and the doing of a
to cease the manufacture of whisky and degeneral "house-smithing" job.
vote all facilities to manufacture of inWe have expended $264,000 in restoring
dustrial alcohol which is used in making
the physical property at the Greendale resmokeless powder and synthetic rubber. This
form school to a state of adequacy. We have
means certain elimination of the $4,000,000
expended half a million dollars in bringing
in state income from this source.
the frightfully dilapidated plant at Eastern
The usage tax on automobiles, the 3 per
State hospital to a state of decency and
cent tax paid on purchase of new cars,
sanitation. But this expenditure has amountbrought into the state treasury $862,816
ed to only a substantial start toward making
last fiscal year. With the sale of new cars
these institutions habitable hospitals within
virtually forbidden, this souree of revenue
which humane care and intelligent treatis eliminated. These two items alone indiment is provided for the unfortunate Kencate certain reduction in state income of
tuckians to whom comes the tragedy of
more than $4,500,000 next year. It is immental illness.
possible to foresee with certainty all other
The type of rehabilitation which is under
loss in revenue that may result from ecoway at Eastern State hospital is also going
nomic maladjustments which are born of
on at the other two state hospitals. The
war. It would appear to be a prudent policy
money we have expended on them has made
to keep the state's finances in such a condiit possible to continue to operate them. Had
tion as to be certain to maintain a balanced
it been longer deferred, distressing conbudget and a solvent situation.
sequences would have been certain. The
The state highway fund is separate from
crowded condition in these hospitals will not
the general fund. Money collected from the
be relieved until additional buildings are
gasoline tax goes into this fund and is exerected.
pended in road maintenance and constructI am certain it will be unfortunate if the
ion. We face the prospect of a reduction in
program of improvement in these instituthe road fund of approximately $10,000,000
tions that has been started is not finished.
a year as result of gasoline and tire rationIt is a great disappointment to me that the
ing, which has already reduced motor travel
major portion of the improvements we had
in the state by 40 per cent.
planned cannot be carried to completion beThe major portion of the state's expendicause of the war, which has resulted in
tures are fixed. Fifty cents of your general
scarcity of critical materials, requiring
fund tax dollar is expended for education
priorities which impose restrictions that
under the Budget act. Ten million dollars of
make new building impossible. I wish every
the education expenditure is distributed
Kentuckian could go through these instituamong the counties and cities to help
tions and see the impelling necessity for
finance the public school system. The recorrecting conditions within them that remainder is expended for the institutions of
flect discreditably upon our state. If such
higher learning, free school books and
were possible, there would be an understandteachers' retirement. Despite this considering of the imperative duty of the state to
able outlay of money for education, the
complete the program of improvement at
largest in the history of the state, there are
these hospitals.
many public school teachers who are too
I have taken advantage of this oppormeagerly compensated.
tunity to present briefly the story of the
Twenty-five cents of your tax dollar is
state's financial situation. I can assert conexpended through the Welfare Department.
fidently that finances of the Commonwealth
Of this sum $2,740,000 is required for opare being prudently and frugally administeration of the penal institutions and hospitered. Whether we shall maintain the state
als for the mentally ill, and administration
on the foundation of financial solvency
or
of the department. The increased cost of
permit a situation to develop that will put
food and all other supplies essential to prothe state back in debt is the pre-emin
ent
viding for the 12,000 inmates- of these inpublic question presented for the considera
stitutions is making it increasingly difficult
tion of that thoughtful group of intellige
nt
to operate these institutions on the money
Kentuckians who are readers of the Lexingappropriated.
ton Herald.
The Welfare Department expends $4,250,000 a year for public assistance. From that
The Casablanca Conference was much
sum monthly checks go to approximately
more than a good show. The fact that
some
54,000 aged indigent Kentuckians. Average
expectations had been built up which were
amount of that monthly aid t6 the aged is
not fulfilled and that its military
decisions
$10.17. When I became governor 44,000 were
must remain secret should not lead
to the
receiving an average check of $8.67. The adsupposition that this meeting had more
vance in cost a food and other living exbark than bite.—(Christian Science
Monipenses makes it desirable that the monthly
tor.)
grant be increased, but such can be done
only as the legislature makes the money
Before its defeat, the Belgian Army
conavailable.
tamed one person out of every 16
in the
Two other public assistance programs are
total population.
now the responsibility of the state. The constitutionality of aid to the needy blind and
Half of the moon's surface has never
been
aid to dependent children has been estabseen from the earth.
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Q. Will different grades or
lities of the same food have
erent point values?
. No. There will be no difnee in point value for difent qualities of the same

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Congratulations to Editor Gene
Young, Assistant Editor Susie Sparks
and the entire staff of Butler High
Tatler, a copy of which reached our
desk last week. Takes me back a good
many years to when I was editor of
the Owensboro High School Voice, a
monthly . . . to which I undoubtedly
owe the curse of getting scribbler's
itch which lasts until now.
The Tatler is bright, gay and brisk,
in spots. It is reported its humor was
not accepted as good fun by some
mentioned in its pages; which is to be
regreted. For those (especially adults)
who take offense at such pranks of
boys and girls are only storing up
trouble for themselves. The publication has an excellent cover design by
Bill Granstaff, who displays
real
talent; a set of humorous cartoons by
Jerry, which add zest; intimate gossip
and puns about studes and others,
news, society and even fashions. On
the whole, a much better than average
high school publication.
To improve public relations and
make the policies and achievements
of the line better known the Illinois
Central System began its 22rd consecutive year this month of newspaper advertising. This should be
conclusive proof, if any be needed,

Salute To Our
Boy Scouts
This is Boy Scout Week. The whole
Nation pauses to salute the organization which has contributed so greatly,
in this World War as in the last, to
winning of the War. But Scouting does
not rest on its laurels. Praise which
Scouts so justly have deserved for
their countless services to their country only spur them on to greater
endeavor.
It is hard to see how War Bonds
and Stamps could be sold, or vital
materials salvaged, or all the varied
forms of printed information distributed, without the untiring help of
these young public servants. But there
are higher services ahead. Almost
400,000 Scouts are 15 years old or
older; they May change ranks to the
armed forces before the conflict is
over.
The soldier who has been a Boy
Scout makes a better soldier, and
former Sea Scouts are officer material
for the Navy, the Coast Guard and
the Merchant Marine. The "Toughen
Up! Buckle Down! And Carry on to
Victory" theme of Scouting until the
war ends will save lives through con!summate training—and will make
better citizens in the process.
Scouting is training for a way of
life, the kind of life America chooses
to lead, the kind for which her sons
are fighting across the seas. On those
fronts, and on the front at home, the
qualities which Scouting stands for—
courage and character, assure us of
Victory and a lasting peace.
In South Africa one white man
out of every seven is in the armed
forces.
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that weekly newspaper advertising
has been highly satisfactory with the
I. C.
Typical, rather than uncommon, was
a request of a rural subscriber of a
Southern newspaper, quoted in a leading trade journal: "I wish you would
put in the paper about my brother.
He died last week and a lot of people
around here will be glad to hear
about it."
Joe Richardson, erstwhile editor of
the Glasgow Times, and one of the
State's best known newspaper men,
carried the following "Comments" in
a front page column last week: Dresses
made of spun glass are proving popular. However, as an authority on fashions, we advise that dresses other than
those of opaque glass are most intriguing . . . The Football season has
closed. And now we'll find out how
much education the boys with the
"educated toe" can really show . . .
A five cent cake of soap equals ten
dollars worth of black narcissus and
all talcum ever made.
The new 5-cent piece consists of 56
percent copper, 35 percent silver and
9 percent manganese. The WPB almost let the mint use stainless steel.

For Doctorless Days

Danger Signals
By Wilda Camery, R. N.,
Community Service Society of
New York
"But I can't believe it—only yesterday he seemed perfectly well," is a
comment heard only too often by
doctors and. nurses. They know that
later questioning may reveal that the
patient looked tired, had lost his appetite, had seemed flushed, had mentioned pain a time or two. The body
does raise certain red flags to warn
us of illness.
We develop the skill to detect such
warnings by making a conscious effort to observe them in persons for
whose physical well-being we are responsil 'e. Two of the most significant signals are fever and pain. Fever
is any elevation of temperature above
the normal temperature which varies
with individuals from 97 to 99 degrees
(and in most persons is 98 degrees).
Fever is the body's response to infection; it may be the result of a
break down of the heat regulatin
g
system of the body. Fever should
always mean bed rest and if it
persists or rises above 101 degrees,
the
doctor MUST be called if he has
not
already been consulted.
Pain, too, is a dependable
signal
that body is not well. It should
not
be ignored. If the pain persists
or returns, note its location, duration,
frequency, apparent cause and, report
to
your doctor.
Experience teaches us to observe
these evidences of disturbance
within the body, and also teaches
that a
first step in averting serious
illness
is often simply to go to
bed and
avoid self medication.
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Washington In Wartime

Tips On Writing To
Congressmen
By Jack Stinnett
(Associated Press Features)
Washington.—From time to time in
these columns, I have advised: "If you
don't agree, write your Congressman."
Perhaps I have done both Congressmen and readers an injustice in not
laying down a few basic rules.
Some Congressmen justifiably go
beserk over the letters they receive.
One recently, received a letter written
in almost undecipherable longhand on
two sides of 110 pages of legal size
stationery. On page 68, he gave up
and doesn't yet know what his constituent was complaining about.
On the positive side, there are many
things your Congressman can and is
glad to do for you. He can supply
you with information, in pamphlet
form, if not personally, about almost
all the problems that are arising out
of this war—rationing, victory gardening, Selective Service, Civilian Defense, how to go about getting commissions in the armed forces, how to
obtain citizenship, what to do about
obtaining government jobs under civil
service, and a thousand other things
He welcomes your opinions on wartime legislation, on matters consideied controversial. And if you have
legitimate business that merits your
coming to Washington he can make.
appointments for you—provided you
let him know far enough in advance.
If you really want to get your communication considered by your Representative or Senator, here are some
good rules:
State your case briefly and simply. If you are mad or glad, state
your reasons—but quickly. Whom you
know, who your relations are, even
what party you belong to isn't of
much importance. If you are a bigwig in your community, your Congressman probably knew your name
before you knew his.
Unless a matter is of such moment
that it can't wait, don't telegraph. This
is wartime. Anyway,
letters receive
just as much attention as telegrams.
sometimes more.
Don't join any "write-your-Congressman" movements on any subject.
These have been used too often by
so-called "pressure groups." Use your
own mind and express your
own
views. Ask yourself: How would 1
vote if I were represent
ing the majority of the voters in
my district"
Or, why couldn't I conscienti
ously vote
that way? Settle that with youreslf
before you write a line. But just
because you perhaps belong to the
minority, don't think that your opinion isn't welcome or
that it won't be
given full consideration.
There never
was a period in this governme
nt when
constructive criticism was given a
higher decisions.
Don't harass your Congress
man with
villifications and recriminations,
you disagree, say so.
And finally, if you belong to a club
or organization, an
authorized lettei
by your secretary or
president or one
letter signed by the membersh
ip is
much more valuable than
a showel
of individual letters
stating the same
case.

s.
. Q. Will different size cans
the same foods have differpoint values?
. Yes. A small can will "cost"
•er points than a larger can
the same food.
. Q. How will point values
set?
. Foods that are less scarce
I have a lower point „value
n those that are more scarce
the total point value of the
try's entire supply of raned foods will at all times be
t above the total point value
all valid stamps which coners hold.
. Q. How often will the point
ue of foods be changed?
. No one can tell exactly, but
bably not oftener than once
month—and then only for
e, not all, of the foods which
being rationed.
(Please turn to page eight)
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Richard Tregaskis saw when our
tip solve wartime probforces landed on Guadalcanal,
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Mr. Tregaskis is rather a difns to buy it?
ferent type of correspondent.
Not always. He may be
He is a New Jersey man who
f the particular thing you
graduated from Harvard, worked
, but you may use your
on The Crimson while in oclto buy some other fruit
lege and on the Boston Ameriegetable instead.
can afterward. When he went
Q. Will there be any differto the International News Service
in the point value of a
he had a good record behind
e food item in different
The German radio was quoted
him, and one unusual qualifica- as announcing that Admiral Karl
• of the country?
foreign
service.
This
tion
for
of
Doenitz
(above), commander of
amount
No. The same
was a thorough knowledge of the Nazi U-boat fleet, had been
d will be worth the same
Portuguese. His superiors sent named commander-in-chief of
bet of points in every store
the German navy, succeeding
him to Hawaii, where nobody Grand Admiral Erich Raeder.
e United States at hte same
speaks Portuguese, but where
—AP Telemat
. Money prices for these
NOW—AND TEN YEARS AGO—Hair a little greyer, face somewhat more lined, here is Presi- the war had begun.
will continue to vary as
here
is
a
picture
made
in
dent Roosevelt (left) as he looks today. And by comparison, (right)
Tregaskis did well in Hawaii, Pinhookers Grab
do now.
—AP Telemat
1933.
and was chosen to cover the Clinton Tobacco
grades
or
different
Will
Q.
Katherine and Lucille Pickering, South Seas offensive when it
•••: of the same food have
Fearing gas and tire rationing
Eva Baker, Annie Downing, Lois was plotted. The ship that took
.t point values?
getting
would interfere with
him
down
was
later
sent
off
on
difEastland and Mary Gresham and
No. There will be no
their tobacco to hte regular
ce in point value for difNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those Messrs. Charles Eaker, Milton a less dangerous mission, and markets, growers in
Clinton
Pickering, Tregaskis changed vessels so
t qualities of the same who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- Hopewell, William
county turned their leaf over to
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files Evans Groom, George Stevens, that he could be in on GuadalTwice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a Robert Towery, Harold Gates canal. It was a good assignment pinhookers. Approximately half
‘4. Will different size cans of
of the tobacco in the county was
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
for him—he is a very fine swimhe same foods have differ- Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote and Guy Larkins.
sold to pinhookers at around
mer, has his health, eats enorpoint values?
30 cents a pound. Farm Agent
mously, according to his assoOff For The Race
Yes. A small can will "cost"
Guy F. Boyd estimates farmers
ciates,
and
is
six feet seven
Princeton, May 28, 1915—Dr.
fel ( r points than a
in Lakeland High School. We
Some Horses
lost $35,000 as a result.
, to same food.
Princeton, Jan. 5, 1915—Two must not leave out Leonard for I. Z. Barber, Judge George G. barefoot. He makes little of the
Circuit Clerk, W. D. additional fact that he has nerve, men turned a captured Japanese
Q. How will point values trainloads of
horses he also made good grades and Harralson,
cavalry
Dawson and Dr. C. 0. Akin left and was not annoyed when told safe into an oven and baked
t:bei :••et?
passed through here Saturday stands among the first in a today lor Indianapolis to at- that if he were • captured he
real bread. He also remembered
Foals that are less scarce
bound for Europe to be class of 18. He is historian of tend the annual automobile race would be swarmed over by the to get names and addresses, most
night
have a lower point .value
which will be pulled off there Nipponese dwarfs, who would of which are included with the
those that are more scarce used by the belligerent countries. the class.
tomorrow. It will be a 500-mile use him as an observation post.
benediction of the censor, no
the total point value of the There were sixty-four cars in
Like Pepys, Tregaskis has a doubt.
race, and thirty-three will start
Supper At Lake Rabbit
try's entire supply of ra- the trains which contained a
But the heat and the hell are
z1 foods will at all times be total of fourteen hundred horses. -• Princeton, April 23, 1915—A in it, and it will take about six genius for diary-keeping, albeit
there is little similarity of con- in the book, too. The original
party of young people of this hours to make the distance.
I above the total point value
Princeton, May 7, 1915—J. W. tent between. the two. He, mean- landing on the island was acPrinceton Boys Make Good
city, chaperoned by Miss Mary
oil valid stamps which con• Princeton, April 20, 1915.— D. Turley, went to Lake Rabbit Jewell, Sam Koltinsky, Dr. J. R. ing Tregaskis, mixed well. Boys complished with amazing ease;
ers hold.
Q. How often will the point Littleton Groom is to be Vale- for supper Wednesday evening, Jones, Robert Metcalfe, Emmett from Carolina, Newark, Boston the trouble came later, and
Perhaps
because
dictorian of the 1915 class, Lake- going on a hay wagon. Returning Jackson, Hubert Young Stegar talked readily with him. He re- plentifully.
e of foods be changed?
No one can tell exactly, but land, Florida High School. The they had a ride around town, and Dollar, Marc Goldnamer, Ben remembered the little things— Tregaskis has not tried for a
bably not oftener than once Groom twins entered the Senior then went to the Savoy Theater, Kaufman, and Edwin Koltinsky the first casualty on Guadalcanal connected narrative, the sense
month—and then only for Class of Lakeland High School and all report that it was a were among those who left on was a youngster who chopped of immediacy is very great in
e, not all, of the foods which six weeks after school began and most pleasantly spent evening. on the 102 for Louisville to see his own hand with a machete, his book. And the book will be
being rationed.
then made good. Littleton made Those in the party were: Misses the running of the Kentucky trying to open a cocoanut; there good for the Book-of-the-Month
was wild rejoicing when the audience which receives it.
( Please turn to page eight)
the highest average ever made Louise and Anna Belle Davis, Derby tomorrow.

Blackout Fells .
Navy Flier
London (N)—Emmett Egbert
Edwards, 27, of Globe, Arizona,
flew in combat with the RAF
without suffering a scratch—but
he wasn't so lucky in an American dimout.
Edwards, former University of
Arizona athlete, was one of 19
young Americans who recently
transferred from the RAF and
RCAF to the U. S. Navy for
flight duty.
After reporting at Jacksonville
Florida, for indoctrination and
refresher course, he looked forward eagerly to a two weeks'
leave.
On his eve of departure, he
caught his foot at the top of a
blacked out flight of steps, fell
and shattered a leg in three
places.

British Women
Loading Slag
Washington (iP)—British
heavier jobs in such numbers
that they'll be able to hold their
own if anyone gets tough with
them.
In one of the largest steel
works in England 500 women
workers have been transferred
from lighter tasks to such jobs
as riveting, crane driving, cold
sawing, stamping and other work
requiring brawn, says the Office
of War Information. In some
plants they are even loading
slag, a tough job for a husky
man.
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And We Earnestly Solicit Your Cooperation
- NEW SERVICE STATION HOURS
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Under Petroleum Order 4, the Government has
regulated the hours of all service stations- letting us choose whether to operate 12-hours a
day, six days a week; or 24-hours a day, seven

days a week, with the restriction that gasoline
for passenger cars may be sold only 12-hours a
day, six days a week. Help us abide by the law
by getting your gas during the day.

TO ALL PRIVATE CARS,TRUCKS EXEMPTED
Another new ruling by the Petroleum Administrator prohibits "private motor car owners from
buying gasoline or petroleum products on
credit" after January 31st. The dealer "may not

D-X SERVICE STATION
R. M. OLIVER, Prop.

WADLINGTON SERVICE STATION
CORNICK 011. CO.
FULLER'S GARAGE

grant, or accept, directly or indirectly, Credit in
the sale of any petroleum product (Commercial
vehicles, 1-Cards, excepted).

Selective Service
Officials Order
Drastic Changes
(By Associated Press)
Washington, Feb. 3—The Government Tuesday warned hundreds of thousands of American
workers to expect no further
draft deferments, regardless of
their number of dependents, unless they find more essential
jobs.
It told men in twenty-nine occupations that, even though they
have five or six children, they
must find war-important jobs by
spring or face induction. The
"nonessential" occupations
affected range from bartenders to
gardeners and waiters.
Uncle Sam informed thirty-six
kinds of businesses—from curtain makers to tobacco vendors—
that their physically fit male
workers from 18 to 38 will soon
be doing more vital work—or
shouldering arms.
This is "just a beginning,"
Manpower Commissioner Paul
McNutt declared. The lists will
be expanded later. McNutt indicated all dependency deferments
would eventually be eliminated.
"By the end of this year ten
out of every fourteen of the ablebodied men between 18 and 28
will be in the armed services,"
McNutt said.
Selective service boards were
instructed to start April 1 reconsidering the status of the newly
designated "nondeferrables." How
ever, any of these workers who
have registered with the U. S.
Employment Service in an effort to get essential jobs will
have until May 1 to find their
new places.
In effect, informed quarters
said, the new order means the
disappearance this year of the
3-A draft classification—that of
men deferred from induction be-
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s farmers in other states of the
ation are workers for the
Funeral services were held
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chairman of KenRoyse,
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ard, Princeton;
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Mrs. Eva
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otal farm output was used to
George, Bowling Green; Mrs.
upply our armed forces and
Victor Traylor, Detroit, and AlHies. This year, our fightva Harper, Cleveland.
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otal form production. This 25
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis ollowing: one-fourth of the
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Sisk of the Bethany community
died Friday, Jan. 29, at 7:30, af- ard, and one-half of the canned
ter a brief illness of double vegetable production.
"We are now using food as a
pneumonia. He was a twin brother of Darrell K. who is slow- ositive weapon to feed the
ly recovering from the same ill- •eople whom our forces liberate
—to feed our allies—to feed our
ness.
Besides the twin brother he is wArmy and Navy--and to keep
survived by his mother, father he American people well nourand eight brothers and sisters. ished.
"For farmers to accomplish the
Funeral services vv,?.re held
Saturday afternoon at the home job that has been placed before
hem will not be easy. Not only
with Rev. Olen Sisk in charge.
Burial was in the Perry Ceme- will it tax to the utmost the
farmers who are faced with this
tery near Bethany.
ask, but it will demand the
the
fullest cooperation from
D. K. Holeman
cities as well. City dwellers who
Funeral services for Daniel have had experience in farming
Kellie Holeman, who died at his could be of tremendous help if,
home in the Dalton community when the harvest time comes,
Wednesday, Jan. 27, were held they would pitch in and help
Sunday at Liberty Church, Cald- he farmers with that peak load.
well county, with Rev. Edward
"The Civic clubs of Kentucky
C. Woodall, officiating. Mr. Hole- re to be commended for the
man had been ill for several nterest they have shown in
months.
aking plans for that help. It
He is survived by a son, Lexie Ives real
meaning
to
the
B. Holeman; a sister, Nancie B.
merican creed: 'United we
Seely; three brothers, W. F. tand, divided we fall'."
Holeman, R. L. Holeman and
T. J. Holeman.
Pallbearers were: Edward F
Blackburn, Mitchell Clift, A. N.
Horning, J. D. Stephens, Lonnie
J. Holeman and Philip Stevens;
flower girls, Mrs. Hampton
Nichols, Mrs. George Stevens,
Mrs. Ernest Dalton, Mrs. Walter
Barnes, Miss Mildred Stevens
and Miss Christine Horning.

Robert Lee Stanley
Robert Lee Stanly, 70, former
resident here, died Sunday noon
in Riverside Hospital. He had
lived several years in Paducah
and was a member of Lone Oak
Baptist Church.
Mr. Stanley is survived by two
sons: Joe Stanley, Princeton; Reubin, Paducah and a daughter,
Mrs. Terrell Johnson; Paducah,
four grandchildren: Robert Lee
Stanley, Princeton; James Luther
Stanley, Paducah and Baibara
Ann and Sue Johnson.
Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock
in Lindsey funeral home, Paducah, with Rev. S. R. Beaty, pastor
of Lone Oak Baptist Church officiating.
Pallbearers were: Cecil Neisz,
Jim Price, Edd Hall, Cletus
Hubbs, Oliver
Kartz,
Virgil
Lyles.
Interment was in
Milburn
Cemetery, Milburn, Ky.

Betty Rose and Princess
Coats and Suits masterfully cut and handsomely tailored-they are constituted
of worsted, twill and shetlands, pocket trimmed in
all popular shades. Nelly
Dons, Doris Dodson, Nancy
Lee and Levine Models.

cause of dependents.
Local selective service boards
have been working under instructions to call no men with
children until they receive "further notice." Today's order, McNu.tt said, is that "further
notice."
Hubert Young, chairman of
the local Selective Service Board,
said Wednesday they had received no directive or official
information from the War Manpower Commission in Washington regarding plans to set in
motion April 1 a broad new
program of re-classifying men in
nonessential industry.

To Recruit Farm
Help, Men For
Big Allied Drive
(A WEEK

OF THE WAR)

Since the inception of the Soy
let aid program in October 1941
the United States has transferred
to the Soviet Union supplies, including food, costing more than
$1,250,000,000. Lend-Lease food
shipments to Russia from now on
are expected to exceed by a considerable margin Lend-Lease fed
shipments to all other parts of
the world combined, including
shipments to the United Kingdom.
• • •
In the conferance recently held
in North Africa—the Casablanca
Conference and the military conference at General's Eisenhower's
headquarters—the highest military authorities of the United
States and Great Britain conferred on stratary for the Mediterranean Theatre, setting the stage
for a final offensive against all
Axis forces remaining in Africa.
That the Axis expects a gigantic
Allied push is evident from the
alarms sounded by the Axiscontrolled radio.
• • •
Meanwhile, things have been
relatively quite. There has been
little change in the groud situation since Rommel's retreating
army abandoned Tripoli and ran
for the Tunisian frontier. The
middle eastern command on Friday, January 29, reported artillery exchanges between the British eight army and the Afrika
Korps rear guard near Zuara,
64 miles west of Tripoli and 32
miles from Tunisia on the road
that leads north to Gabes and
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Here comes that song-filled, Starstudded Swing Shift! Hear the Five
Hit Parade Songs! Rug-cutting
Riveteers!

More than one-fifth of the human race is Chinese.
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UNCUT! FULL-LENGTH!
EXACTLY AS
PREVIOUSLY SHOWN!
"You really haven't seen GWTW until
you've seen it at least twice. David 0.
Selznick's great picture seems greater
each time it is seen." —N. Y. Times

BUY WAR STAMPS & BONDS—NIGHT OR DAY—AT THIS THEATRE!

SATURDAY
MATINEE OPENS AT 11:45 A. M.
NIGHT SHOW OPENS AT 6:00 P. M.

DAVID O. SELZNICK'S Production of MARGARET
MITCHELL'S story of Nut Old South
Di•ecied by loam REMIND • IN
TECHNICOLOR storrIng

CLARK GABLE • VIVIEN LEIGH • LESLIE HOWARD • OLIVIA
DeNAVILLAND
A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PICTURE • Screen Play by
SIDNEY
HOWARD • Multi( by Max Stointo
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER RELEASE

THREE FULL SHOWS-10:00 A. M.-2:00 P.
M. & 7:30 P. M.
DOORS OPEN AT 9:45 A. M. AND 7:00
P. M.

MATINEE . . -10c

NIGHT . . 55e

COMING
Plus!..Second Feature
EDMUND LOWE--LUC1LLE FAIRBANKS
—in--

-Added—
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
Chapter 13 "GREEN HORNET STRIKES AGAIN"
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It is your patriotic duty to pay your taxes. If
you do not
have enough money to pay them NOW, see us
about an
Income Tax Loan. If you phone ahead of time, only one
trip to the office may he necessary.

,

Secretary of War Stimson reAmerican
eased figures on
casualties in Tunisia. Thus far,
nited States casualties number
1,258, including 211 killed, 532
wounded and 515 missing. Of
those missing 226 have been reorted prisoners of the Axis.
• • •
.Mr. Stimson also released figres on plane-versus-plane losses
uttered by the enemy and the
. S. Army Air Forces in all
heaters of operation. According
o the War Department, the
enemy lost 1,349 planes in 1942,
estroyed or probably destroyed,
d the USAAF lost 309—a ratio
of approximately four to one.
yen figuring only enemy "positive—planes known to have
is
een destroyed—the ration
hree Axis planes to one American plane.
•
To Agriculture Secretary Wick• rd has been given the unified
esponsibliity of supplying labor
or war production on farms. A
War Manpower Commission diective has brought together in
he Agriculture Department the
responsibilty for recruiting and
lacing farm labor, the determintion of needs and areas of suply, the transportation of farm
workers to shortage areas, and
he determination of war-essenial crops. The Commission will
continue to control over-all manower ploicies and standards, including those affecting agriculure, and to determine selective
service standards applying to
agriculture, and will continue to
e responsible for "review and
appraisal of the agriculture labor
rogram."

OPA Orders Sale

Hillary Barnett spent Su
and Monday in Nashvilli,

GABLE •TURNER

HOW MUCH WILL YOUR INCOME TAXES BE?
DO YOU HAVE THE MONEY TO PAY THEM?

1061/2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

ad weather.
• • •

Mrs. Lena Morse, Louisville,
is visiting Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy
and other friends and relatives
ere this week.

HOPALONG FOR A THRILL RIDE WITH HOPPY!

WE WILL HELP YOU FILL OUR YOUR INCOME
TAX RETURN

have
Sfax, and American troops
southin
made lightening raids
regained
ern Tunisia and have
Valley
Ouiseltia
the
positions in
most
But
Tunisia.
northeastern
of
areas
of the activity in the battle
has taken place in the air, and
even that has been hampered by

NEXT

THURSDAY

Errol Flynn • Alexis Smith
I.

GENTLEMAN
JIM

(The Life Story of lames I Corbett)
with

'ka Jack Carson-Alan Hale

('hildren 20c at both show.
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tioning
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foods rationin
announcemen
said the
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"to
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foods to be i
baby
ing
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the new
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Baby foods to
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said,
Rowe
foods made
or chopped
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cans or glass
in sealed
one-h
erally four and
-half-ounce co
one
and
Such baby foods
for
milk, canned milk
canned, prepared cerea
included among proce
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to be
"Strained" foods incl
tables, such as carrots
beans, as well as vege
tomato soup and a n
vegetable combinatio
pea
such as prunes and
combinations such as ap
apples, or pears and p
fruits prepared as des
sisting either of fruits
sugar has been add
fruit pudding, such as p
ding, pineapple and ri
tard.
Meats and meat bro
biriation with vegetabl
ed for infant feeding,
be rationed.
The number of foo
O.P.A. may ration was
to cover evaporated
densed milk, canned
shellfish, jams, jellies,
pickles, relishes and c
ducts containing meat,
Administrator Prentiss
said that did not m
would be put under immediately.

Maybe They're Ja

In Disguise
Helena, Mont. (JP)—P
live in the U.S.A.
to Australia if they
make the acquaintan
super race of mosqui
Pvt. Frank Jones in a
his mother.
He drew a picture th
a man-size mosquito
with goggles, gas m
nailed shoes, com bat
and mosquito bar cu
spikes to prevent slid
dining.
"Three of our air
gaged one and after a
duous battle they m
shoot it down," Priv
said in discussing h.
that the mosquitoes a
lied with armor plate.
The Leader leads in

The Prineeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
Hillary Barnett spent s
1„1 Monday in
Nashville.
Judge HerIlisee Lee 84,
id Tax Commissioner s,
kins were in
Frankfort
ay and Tuesday on busin
The U. S. Navy ration in
ovided most of the
vit
d minerals now reco
cessary, but it was
cking in vitamin C.

aby Foods Will
e Rationed Soon
ashington.—The Office of
anice Administration has
foods
baby
canned
many
inced
II be rationed under tile same
int system to be used for railing of processed fruits and
getables.
larold B. Rowe, director of
.A.'s foods rationing division,
'd the announcement was inided "to clarify any misundernding that may exist regardbaby foods to be included in
e new rationing program."
Baby foods to be rationed,
we said, will include strained
chopped foods made of fruits,
getabies or meats and put up
sealed cans or glass jars, genally four and one-half or six
d one-half-ounce containers.
Such baby foods as canned
ilk, canned milk formulas, and
nned, prepared cereals, are not
eluded among processed foods
be rationed.
"Strained" foods include vegebles, such as carrots and string
ans, as well as vegetable and
mato soup and a number of
getable combinations; fruits
ch as prunes and peaches, fruit
mbinations such as apricots and
pies, or pears and pineapples;
uits prepared as desserts, conting either of fruits to which
gar has been added, or as
it pudding, such as prune pud'ng, pineapple and rice, or cusrd.
Meats and meat broths in com•nation with vegetables, strainfor infant feeding, aieo will
rationed.
The number of foods which
.P.A. may ration was increased
cover evaporated and connsed milk, canned fish and
ellfish, jams, jellies, preserves,
ickles, relishes and canned proucts containing meat, but Price
dministrator Prentiss M. Brown
id that did not mean they
ould be put under rationing
mediately.

aybe They're Japs
n Disguise
Helena, Mont. (IP)—People who
•ve in the U.S.A. should go
Australia if they want to
ake the acquaintance of
a
per race of mosquitoes, says
Vt. Frank Jones in a letter to
is mother.
He drew a picture that showed
man-size mosquito equipped
ith goggles, gas mask, hobailed shoes, combat pack, wire
nd mosquito bar cutters and
ikes to prevent sliding while
ining.
"Three of our aircraft enaged one and after a long, aruous battle they managed to
oot it down," Private Jones
id in discussing his theory
at the mosquitoes are equiped with armor plate.
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"Toughen up, Buckle down, and Carry on to Victory", is the
Boy Scout major task this year. Their 1,570,000 members are in the
conflict to the hilt on the home front, doing everything boys of
Scout age can do to help win the war speedily and a just peace
permanently.

The 4-H club food production
n Boyle county this year will
xceed the total production for
he past 10 years in poultry,
wine, lambs and garden proucts. Boys, and girls will feed
0 baby beeves as a part of the
lation's program to increase the
ood supply.
Fifteen Angus and two Shortorn baby beef calves are being
ed by nine Washington county
-H club boys and girls, some of
he calves being home raised.
and
wo boys bought cows
alves in December.
Four 4-H club members in
wen county exhibited 4,360
•ounds of tobacco at the Shelbyville -4H tobacco show and sale.
he price received by Charles
oward average $49.28, William
oward, $46.07, Maurice Lee
Walker, $45.77 and Gayle How rd, $40.38.
Boys of the Blackey 4-H club
n Letcher county are doing
eir part to increase the pork
upply by purchasing 13 purered O.I.C. hogs. The boys are
making self-feeders for their
animals in their school woodwork projects.
Approximately 30 baby beef
elves have been signed for by
-H club members in Harrison
ounty. The boys and girls have
seen advised to start their calves
in pasture and finish with grain
ext fall.
Twenty-two Bourbon county

WHERE 28 DIED IN SANITARIUM FIRE—Rescuers remove a body from the Lake Forest Sanitarium at Seattle, where at least 28 persons died in a flash fire which swept the wooden structure.
4-H club members entered their
crops of tobacco in the annual
county show and sale. First
prize winner of $25 was Lionel
King with an average sale price
of $56.23. The average price received by all members exhibiting was $51.35.
Each of Jefferson county's 28
4-H c lu bs had community
achievement days rather than
county-wide programs because

of transportation. Trophies were
awarded by eight Louisville
business firms to county champions in nine different projects.
Moses Cushenberry, 13-yearold president of Pleasant Green
4-H Club in Christian county,
last year grew 15 acres of corn,
had a good garden and raised
seven hogs. He also prepared
the meals as his mother is not
living. This year he plans to car-

117 W. Main St.

Phone 54

Holmes, Garland Hart, Gene
White, R. D. McCallister, Chap
McCallister, Bay McCallister, R.
B. McCallister, Weave McCallister, Malcomn Dunn, Charley
Jones, Burley C. Watts and Harold Hart.
Mrs. Lelia Boyd, Wallonia, is
spending a few days with her
daughter, Mrs. V. T. White.

(Nemo)
We missed our Homemakers
meeting for January 26. Too
much hog killing and too much
snow.
Mrs. Garland Shoulders went
shopping in Hopkinsville Saturday.
Many farmers in Russell counJunior Nichols, Wallonia, was
ty are winter-feeding clover hay
in our community Monday.
Several members of John At- and pasture to good grade beef
wood's family have been quite cattle and find concentlates unnecessary.
Mrs. John Atwood is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Wm. Kenady
at Cedar Bluff.
We, the people, of this little
corner of Caldwell county feel
like we have done our part in
furnishing soldiers for Uncle
Sam's Army. The following have
enlisted, some are across and
some still in the States: Billy
White, Bill Carrington, Lindsey
Lacy, Delmas Cortner, Tillman
Martin, Douglas Perkins, David
Porter, Tom Furgerson, Arnett
Bryant, George Bryant, Tom
Atwood, Kenneth Yates, Robert

8iit—Sacrifithg

-LENGTH!

Non-Essentia/ Calls Helps

Y AS
SHOWN!

Clearlinesfor Yital War Calls

Our floors are clean and we have plenty
of room for your tobacco for our next sale,
which will be sometime next week.

Moss-ileltsley
& Frankel
Burley Floor
Second and Virginia Sts.

You bet it's pleasant to talk
with friends over the telephone,
just as it was pleasant to take
those long Sunday afternoon
rides when we had plenty of
tires and gasoline.
But social calls must be
handled over the same local
telephone facilities as war calls.
There is a definite limit to the
number of calls these facilities
can handle at the same time,
and when more calls are made,
some must wait.
With telephone equipment
already burdened with war calls,
non-essential calls may delay
necessary calls, so we are requesting your voluntary cooperation to reduce unnecessary calling.
Under normal conditions we
would expand our facilities to
care for the increased volume
of calls, but we cannot do that
now because the needed materials are going into war
weapohs.
So won't you help by making
fewer local calls? And when
you must make a call, won't
you please try to make it as
short as possible?

Phone 974

SOMERR BELL TELEPRORE
ROD TELEGRAPH comm
11100111P0 NAT ED

• Illustresiost sued

by

courtesy of COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Inc.
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R. JOHN AMERICAN, this is a picture
of you. The features may not be quite
yours. You may not be quite so bald, or stout,
or thin . . . but the manhood, the sound good
sense, the heritage of character and independence
and self-reliance are yours. They are yours because they are typically American ... the products
of our way of life, our system of free enterprise.

Look at yourself again. You are the most
important man in the world today. You and
your children are fighting and winning the greaten war in history. You are winning that war
for decency and justice .. . 90 that all the world
may have the opportunity to adopt those principles of freedom which have made this nation
great. Your sons are giving their lives and you
are spending your resources to keep our American
Way of Life.

Some people want to destroy our way, our
system of free enterprise. They say dictatorship,
with government control of industry, makes for
greater efficiency. Does it?
It took dictator-controlled Germany nine yeen;
to build enough plants and equipment to fight
this war; it took autocratic Japan twenty-five
years; and even heroic Russia twenty years.
American industry, under free enterprise, has done
it in two years . . . built and tooled the plains
to turn out a thousand times the war materials
• we could make before Pearl Harbor.
You, Mr. JOHN AMERICAN, have the
power to maintain this system that pays higher
wages, provides better living conditions lied
more opportunities than any other system oes
earth has ever produced.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Ineorporalad
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Scenes From President Roosevelt's Historic Casablanca an erence Tri
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Your Letters

y

A growng lad, yo
letters,
The pen was OW
fumbling h
Your fingers itch things inste
And mending bro
now, in som
Building for hum
is no chore
For you to write.
heart
Wings back to us u
ten page,
In vivid, living wo
a world apa
Your letters bring
age our grief
And ours, in answ
the same re
—Lucy M

Word-Creasey
Smiling President Roosevelt grips the hand of President
Edwin Barclay
of Liberia in a warm handclasp as the two meet in
an army jeep during
Roosevelt's inspection trip to Liberia. President Barcla seems
y
preoccupied
with the operation of the jeep. (Associated Press
Photo from U. S.
Army Air Forces, released by OWI)
—AP Telemat

FREDONIA NEWS

One young tank trooper in a unit reviewed by President Roosev
elt during
his stay in Casablanca, French Morocco, was so glad to see his comma
nderin-chief that he swept aside military regulations to break
and turn
around (arrow) to watch the President pass along the road. ranks
Running alongside the President's car (left) is Sgt. Robert Hopkins, U. S.
Army signal
corps, son of Harry Hopkins:
—AP Telemat

Logan County Ewes
Return $17.25 Each

Mr. and Mrs. E
Madisonville street,
marriage of their da
to Jewell Creasey, Jr
and Mrs. Jewjell A.
Charleston, Missouri
1943

On deck of a United States destroyer in the Potengi River harbor ai
Natal, Brazil, following a conference, sitting (L to R) Harry Hopkins,
President Roosevelt's special assistant; President Getulio Vargas of Brazil,
President Roosevelt, and Jefferson Caffery, U. S. ambassador to Brazil
Officers in background were not identified. (Associatgd Press Photo from
U. S. Navy, released by OWI)
—AP l'i!rmat

The Old 12 to 8

trouble started.
the Presson home that night
Marines To Form
Later in the day, his family awaited the body. In V,alked
My face is lined and haggard Bagpi
pe Band
was notified he had been killed Presson.
Ewes in 17 flocks in Logan and my hair is turning grey.
By Rachel Turley
field were dinner guests SunBelfast (A)—The United States
in
a highway accident and a
Miss Mary Tabor, of Murray,
He explained he so! I the
day of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. county, returned an average in- All my former friends avoid me Marines pride themselves in al- truck with his name on it badly
is visiting her father, Jim Tabor,
come
here
of
$17.25
of late.
truck bearing his name , ,•veriei
each. This was
Litchfield, Blackford.
ways being first—and perhaps damaged.
and Mrs. Tabor. She has finished
I frighten little children when this
Consoling friends gathered at weeks before.
Jimmie Ray, Detroit, spent an increase of about $2.50 over
is another to add to their
her training in Murray for a dethe
they
year
look
1941,
upon
accord
my
face.
ing
When
to
I score.
last weekend with his parents,
fense job.
County Agent John Watlington. start to work that old 12 to 8.
They are going to form a bagMr. and Mrs. Ruben Ray.
•
Lieutenant and Mrs. Frank
My wife goes home to mother pipe band
Mrs. Sam Howerton and Miss For the average wool clip of
Clark, South Bend., Ind., were Frances Young are on
Captain Van Leer Kirkman,
a buying more than 10 pounds, $5.18 was and the dog hides neath the
Monday night guests of Dr. and trip in New York City.
commandant of the U. S. Naval
received. The average market barn. There
until the change of
Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer and
Operating Base at Londonderry,
Billy Loyd, Great Lakes, visit- price of one and a tenth lambs shift to sit and wait.
Lieut. and Mrs. Charles Brock- ed his grandmother,
to
the
ewe
was
$10.98,
and the
Mrs. Oscar
For I'm wild and I am wooly, was so impressed by a local
meyer. Lieut. and Mrs. Charles Scarberry, and
Mr. Scarberry total return on the investment, though I don't mean any harm. home guard bagpipe band in a
Brockmeyer have an appartment Monday night.
including the cost of rams, was I am
parade in which the Marines
hard indeed to live with
in Dixon.
marched that he announced the
Mrs. Pat Rust was the guest 158 percent.
We are in position to take care of your
on the 12 to 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess and of Misses Virgini
Americans would form one.
a and Ida Belle
You eat breakfast in the evenJackie, and Mrs. Mack Spickard Turley Thursd
duplicating needs at reasonable prices.
The search is now underway
ay.
ing and dinner in the morn, your
Cattle Market Steady
were in Hopkinsville to see Mr.
for the necessary bagpipes.
Miss Mildred Harris, of Murlunche
on
in
the
a.m.
rather late.
The local cattle market was
Spickard, a patient in the hospit- ray, is visitin
g her parents, Mr.
•
It ruins your digestion and
steady with last week as 894
al, Monday.
and Mrs. Everett Harris. Miss
your
Sold
disposi
FIN
tion
Truck
too,
,
when
head
you're
were sold at auction MonMrs. Billie Smith, Gary, is Harris has
completed a training
day, it was reported by Prince- a workin' on that old 12 to 8.
guest of her mother, Mrs. Mat- course there
So Life Is Safe
and will enter deBarking dog and screaming
ton Livestock Company. Long
te Rice.
Popular Bluff, Mo. (4')—Earl
fense work soon.
fed steers sold at $14-$15; short children from all up and down Presso
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey LitchINCORPORATED
n, a farmer of
On the sick list are: Buddy
nearby
the
block.
Some beneath your
fed steers sold at $13-$14; good
Charle
ston,
left
home
one
mornHOPKINSVILLE, KY.
quality fat steers at $12.50 to $13; bedroom window congregate. And ing
for St. Louis, and that's when
Medium quality butcher cattle, fire trucks dash by madly Just
$11-$12; baby beeves, $12-$14; to try their sirens out when you'fat cows at $9-$10.50, No. 1 re a sleepin' on that old 12 to 8.
Dreamed I died and went to
veals, $16 ,and No. 2 veals, $15.
Hogs went from $13.50 to $15.10. Heaven and St. Peter's face was
glum, as he took my application
at the gate.
Fashionable Patches
And said: You should go to
One New York designer with a Hades bud for all the
•
things
lively imagination uses several you've done. But you've
had
colors in one dress, dividing the your Hades on that 12 to
8.
Drive in and get 10 gallons of my Ethyl Gas.
frock into blocks of color. May
When the devil catches Hitler,
It
be a tip or two for you in these as I'm sure someday he will,
and
is only $1.86 and see if you are if you are
examples, if you've taken to stands him up to tell him
not
of his
making your own clothes.
fate; He'll say grab yourself a
convinced like so many other truck owners
that
A one-piece New York crea- shovel bud and start to
heavin'
you get more miles for your money.
tion with a greige body has one coal. You're a fireman's
helper
sleeve in aquamarine, and the on the 12 to 8.
VERY woman knows it's the extra
touches
Why pay more in times like these? With
other in yellow. Another dress,
what
that make a house a home.
in beige celanese jersey, is half
Above
Ice-co
written
ld
by
Oscar
Lowyou save, by buying our gasoline,
navy and half rust with a two ery, Defense Worker,
buy War
Coca-Cola is something she likes to
1341 S.
add ...
color belt.
Floyd St., Louisville, formerly
Savings Stamps and help Uncle Sam
to brighten the most impor
Slap the
of Princeton.
tant
part
of a
—ad
Baker, Buddy King and Miss
Japs.
home, the people in it.
Ruby Jean Baker who is absent
Though as large as Pennsylfrom school with chickenpox.
vania, Honduras has a popula•
Coca-Cola is served with
Charlie Wilson, who has been
pride. Everybody
tion of little more than a million.
ill, is improving.
will be pleased. Its quality carrie
s on,never
Mrs. Jimmie Landes, PrinceTravel to national parks delosing the freshness of appeal
ton, spent Friday night with
which first
creased 30 percent in 1941-42,
Mrs. Kelley Landes.
deligh
ted
you.
the
greates
t
decrea
se being at
The Ladies Aid of the CumR. B. Williams, Mgr.
Hopkinsville St.
berland Presbyterian Church met Yellowstone, Glacier and Crater
Call for Coca-Cola by its full
Monday night with Mrs. Ray Lake.
name or
Blackburn.
by its friendly

Mimeographing

CORNETTEN

Special Invitation To
Truck Owners

r tOtia

...You can spot it
every time

Scott-Walker
Mr. and Mrs. W.
Morganfield, announ
riage of their daught
Robert ''Buddy" Walk
field, Thursday afte
28, at St. Vincent's
Vincent.
Mrs. Walker is e
the AAA office in
and Mr. Walker is a
of the Union County
and a former mem
Leader staff.
Immediately after
mony the couple wen
ucah on a wedding tn.i

Merry Maids To
'Victory Book' Ca
At a meeting of t
Maids Club Tuesday
Ftb. 2 at the home
Katherine Kevil, H
street, each member of
voted to dopate a
drive sponsored by th
vi
for th
service,
Present were Misses F
Koltinsky, Katherine an
Kevil, Emma' Glass, Ht.
per, Virginia Wylie
and
mes John F. Tracey
an
Landes,
f
otthee
h latter a char
club.
several
ssservged
ame
rs
efro
theAfte
hLt
of sandwiches,
coffee a

E

New York and
Ann Louise
Originals

CORNICK OIL CO.

abbreviation, Coke.
It's the real thing.

Wartime limits the supply of
Coca-Cola.
Those times when you cannot
get it,
remember: Coke, being first
choice, sells
first. Ask for it each time.

NOTICE!
Due to an insufficient amount of
gasoline, we will be
unable to deliver your cleaning
during the month of February.

t
e°
i..AUL ?
E PRItt

We will continue to render you
the same satisfactory
service in every way and appre
ciate your business.
For quality service, see us
today!

Ymort

:)

Bodenhamer's

In hese days of wartim
not be as much Coca-C e shortages, there may
ola as before. But still
enough for many pauses
that refresh. It's
to buy ahead for the
home refrigerator. wise
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Society. Personals

Ratliff gave a talk an the early
leave within the next
three
history of Massachusetts having
weeks to join Dr. McClain who
majored in history. This was her
has begun an interneship at the
second time to broadcast during
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby City Hospital in Mobile, Ala,
this semester. She is the daughJane Gregory, Morganfield,
ter of Mrs. J. H Ratliff, Prince- were in Nashville Sunday where
week
in Louisville with
her
to
and
sister
of
Corp. James they were called on account of
Mrs. Shortt Hostess
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
Ratliff, U. S. Army.
the
illness
of
their son, Charles Gregory.
To Baptist Group
Alvin, student at Harris Art
Mrs. C. A. Pepper spent last
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
School. He returned home with
Fredonia W.M.S Meets
week in Louisville with her
First Baptist Church met TuesThe Missionary Society of the them.
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Adams and
day evening, Feb. 2, at the home
Mrs. Lala Barnett returned
of Mrs. Delmar Shortt, Franklin Fredonia Presbyterian Church
Sergeant Adams.
Wednesday
from
W. Palm Beach,
street, for their regular monthly met Friday afternoon at the
Mrs. Harry Joiner is visiting
home of Mrs. John F. Rice. Topic Florida where she has been her daughter,
meeting.
Mrs. Sam Steger
visiting
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Her- and
Topic of discussion was "The of discussion was "China." FourLieut. Steger in Elizabethbert
Lewy and Dr. Lewy.
Christian Witness .Across Barr- teen members were present.
town.
Mrs. Fanny Akin has returned
After the program, a shower
iers of Race", led By Mrs. Claude
Mrs. I. B. Tanner and son,
from
Blytheville
, Ark., where
Koltinsky, assisted by Mesdames was given for Mrs. Howard Rice.
Corp. Joe Tanner, spent part of
she visited her son, George Akin
William Larkins, Robert Jacobs,
last weekend in Central City as
and family.
Clifton Wood, Mina Tom Ryan
the guests of relatives.
Mrs. B. K. Amos, Wayne, Penn.
and Miss Charline Prince. The
Bill Laverty, student at
has been the guest of friends
program pertained to race disGeorgia Tech, Atlanta, will rehere the last week.
tinction and its influence on the
turn to school Monday after a
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Smith
ord-Creasey
present day situation.
week's visit here with his mothlllll1111111/111111111111.111.10lllllNONSIMINSIMIOC
little
and
sons,
Billie
and Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word,
Personal service activity for
Roberta Laverty and
Lieut. and Mrs. Sam Steger, and Mrs. Lake Sedberry, all of er Mrs.
adisonville street, announce the the month of February is to help Elizabetht
own, on the birth of Louisville, are moving here this other relatives.
arriage of their daughter, June at the Red Cross Sewing Room a son,
D. M. Clark and daughter,
Samuel Joiner, Jan. 23. week. Mr. Smith has a posiJewell Creasey, Jr., son of Mr. and surgical room.
Virginia, Dawson Springs, spent
Mrs. Steger is the former Cath- tion with the O.P.A.
nd Mrs. Jewjell A. Creasey, at
Present were Mesdames Claude erine Joiner, of Princeton.
Tuesday here with Mrs. T. M.
Mary Margaret Johnson, school
harleston, Missouri, January 18, Koltinsky, Clifton Wood, Robert
Walker, at Princeton Hospital .
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Rogers, teacher at Beaver Dam,
spent
943.
Jacob and Mina Tom Ayan; Fredonia, on the birth
Scotty Morse has returned to
of twin last week-end with her parents,
Misses Polly Booker, Mary Wil- girls, January 27.
Fulton where he is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson,
son Baker, LaRue Stone and
after spending two weeks here
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennady S.. Jefferson street.
cott-Walker
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Scott, Charline Prince. Little Miss Patsy Cedar Bluff, on the birth of a 1 Mrs. Homer Patterson and lit- with his brother, Bill Morse, who
has been quite ill.
son, January 29.
organfield, announce the mar- Shortt was a vistor.
tle granddaughter, Betty GoodA delicious salad course, served
Airs. Gilbert Andrews, GreenMr. and Mrs. Conway Lacey, win, returned Saturday
age of their daughter, Jane, to
from
bert "Buddy" Walker, Morgan- by the hostess assisted by Pasty S. Jefferson street, on the birth Kessler Field, Miss., where they ville, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Louise Jones and granduf a daughter, Emilie Lynn, Jan- visited Mrs.
cid, Thursday afternoon, Jan. Shortt and Virginia Wood in a t
Patterson's son,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
at St. Vincent's Rectory, St. manner suggestive of the Valen- uary 31.
Pvt. Homer Ray Patterson and
tine season, concluded the meetDavis.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Aiken, Mrs. Patterson.
mcent.
Enroute home
ing.
Princeton, on the birth of a they visited another
Mrs. Walker is employed at
one of Mrs.
The group adjourned to meet daughter, Sherry Leigh, Jane AAA office in Morganfield
Patterson's sons, Claude, in
d Mr. Walker is an employe March 2 at the home of Mrs. uary 31. Mrs. Aiken is the form- Memphis. Her little grandson,
John
Loftus,
Jr.,
Eagle
St.
er
Sarah Overby.
the Union County Advocate
Don, accompanied them home for
Robert Gill, Crider, is very ill
Id a former member of the
a visit.
of pneumonia.
ader staff.
New Beta Club Members Fredonia Homemakers
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks, SuzLeslie Guill, Marion road, is
Immediately after the cere- tBilly Granstaff, Martha
Fredonia Homemakers m e t anne and Bill Sparks, Martha quite ill as a result of a cereCrowony the couple went to Pad- ell, Paul Griffith and ,Virginia Wednesday afternoon,
Jan. 27 Jane Lester, Jean Carolyn Rat- bal hemorhage.
ah on a wedding trip.
Evans were voted into the local with Mrs. William Young. Eleven liff and Paul Cunningham were
Mrs. Louis Felker, Dalton, is
chapter of National Beta Clubs members attended the meeting, in Morganfield Saturday.
under treatment this week.
Mrs. Ruben Aiken, Metropolis,
at a recent meeting at Butler of which Mrs. A. J. Eldridge,
erry Maids To Aid
Mrs. Ella Darnell, Dam 50,
Ill., is visiting her daughter-in- near Marion, is improving
club chairman, was in charge.
High School.
after
ictory Book' Campaign
The major project lesson was law, Mrs. Johnny Aiken.
treatment.
At a meeting of the Merry
given by Mrs. L. C. Foley, who
Dr.
and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
Bill Morse, Scottsburg, conaids Club Tuesday evening Three Caldwell Students
brought out interesting pointers have returned from a two week's tinues to improve.
b. 2 at the home of Miss On Murray Honor Roll
on home nursing. During the vacation
i n Corpus
Christi,
W. T. Dorroh, Cedar Bulff,
atherine Kevil, Hopkinsville
Caldwell County students lis- social hour Mrs. T. L. Grubbs Teik,
has been dismissed.
.eet, each member of the club
ted on the honor roll during the presided. Songs and games were
s. Salem F. Jones returned
Mrs. Lannie Duke, Iuka, is
ted to dnpate a book to the
fall quarters at Murray State enjoyed. Members brought sal- Saturday after a week's visit under
treatment this week.
ive sponsored by the Victory
Teachers- College are Gilford vage fats to be sold for war with her husband, Lieut. Jones,
James Cartwright, Princeton,
ok Campaign for the men in
Crowell, Charles Franklin and needs. The hostess served re- in Williamsburg, Va.
has been dismissed.
-vice.
Elizabeth Worrell, all of Prince- freshments,at the conclusion of
Mrs. G. C. McClain, who is
Mrs. T. M. Walker and Mrs.
resent were Misses Flora Jane
the program. The next meeting with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roberta
ton.
Laverty, nurses, are on
ltinsky, Katherine and Louise
will be held February 24 with G. E. Jones, Kuttawa, spent
special duty at the hospital this
vil, Emma, Glass, Helen HopMrs. A. J. Eldridge.
Tuesday in Princeton. She will week.
Virginia Wylie and Mesda- Miss Ratliff Broadcasts
- John F. Tracey and Jimmy
Adelaide Ratliff, student at
• des, the latter a charter mem- University of Illinois, Urbana,
of the club.
was chosen one of three girls to
After several games of bridge, broadcast on the "history hour",
< hostess served refreshments a feature of the University, Wedsandwiches, coffee and cook- nesday morning Jan. 27. Miss

A growng lad, you hated writing
letters,
The pen was awkward to your
fumbling hand,
Your fingers itched for building
things instead,
nd mending broken gear. But
now, in some far land,
uilding for human freedom, it
is no chore
or you to write. Your homesick
heart
ings back to us upon the written page,
n vivid, living words. Although
a world apart,
our letters bring us love, assuage our grief,
nd ours, in answer, bring you
the same relief.
—Lucy Margaret Clapp.

i River harbor
) Harry Ho
Vargas of Bratt
assador to Bra*
Press Photo from
—AP Teleme

ies.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Miss Flora Jane
Koltinsky, Eddyville road, Tuesday Feb. 16.

Phone 50

Personals

The Leader
Congratulates

Hospital News

NOMA
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Princeton, Ky
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4- At the ÷

10:45 A.M. Message: "Let the
Creed be the Creed."
3:00 P.M., The Pioneers meet.

Churches
IMMIII*111.1.61101.4.0101011.4111104168011111111.11.1M.

6:30 P. M., The Tuxis meets.
7:30 P.M. The evening hour of
worship. Meditation: "Companion of Kings."
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M. This is
the regular
Mid-week Study
Period.
Wednesday, 8 P.M. The Choir
rehearses.
Thursday, 2:00 P.M. The Wood
Circle meets at the home of Mrs.
Owen Ingram.

FIRST BAPTIST
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning Worship at 11. Sermon theme, "The Challenge and
the Appeal of a Big and Difficult Task.Y
Baptist Training Union meets
at 6:15. The week of study and
enlargement of our Training
work will start Sunday. Sunday
afternoon we are to visit in the
interest of our work.
Evening worship at 7:30. Sermon theme, "Tears, Sweat and
Blood." This is a most vital and
timely subject.
Prayer service at 7:30 Wednesday night. Come and worship
with us in all of our services.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School.
11:00 A.M. "The Efficiency Of
God." Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper.
7:00 P.M. "Eternal Power."
6:15 P.M. Youth Fellowship
service. Barbara Clinard will be
the leader.
"The four great scourges of
mankind have been drink, war,
pestilence and famine, and drink
has been more destructive than
war, pestilence and famine cornbined."—Gladstone.

CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
A. D. Smith, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship, 11:00 A.M.
Evening Worship, 7:15 P.M.
Prayer Service each Wednesday evening at 7:15.
We urge the membership to
be loyal to their church in a time
when church loyalty is so much
needed.
OTTER POND BAPTIST
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Regular worship Sunday at
11 A.M. and 7 P.M. with preaching by the pastor. The Sunday
School will meet at 9:45. Strangers and visitors will receive a
cordial welcome.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
9:45 A.M. The Church School.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:4D.
Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Serrnon by the
Minister.
The Evening Worship, 7:00.
Prayer
Service
Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock.
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New Spring Styles
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Making a little go a long
way is a fascinating
game. Penney customers
had been playing it long
before it became a paVatic duty. Penney's has
a:•vays helped people get
what they need for what
thcw hnve to spend

Then, too, you must consider well before buying,
going only to stores
where you can depend
on value and wearing
quality. That's why Penney's is becoming the
favorite of more and
more thrifty American'
every day.
Sparkling New

YANKEE

"

Rayon Print
DRESSES
(

tter buy!

MAKE IT

For The Lady Of Your
Heart!

4012?
YANKEE—will suit you for spring Smooth
rayon tuill with a gay candy striped
taffeta trim. The tricky cape 1* dc.
tachable. Navy, powder. bitter•sweet
and aqua.
DOODLE—will keep vou feeling dandy. A
rayon twill suit with braYe bright
/ flowered button, and french bow
4 I/ knots. Powder, aqua an. gold.
to IS

we'

RAYON HOSIERY
79c
The Nicest Gift You Could
Give!

Now in addition, you
must make what you get
last a long time, by repairing anything that can
be kept in use

4104k

f'

kelf

e•;11

and

.
)
7 •-•

PLAY THE
GAME

You give her a NEW kind
of Valentine when you give
her rayons . . . and a glamorous new quality, too!
Thrilling beautiful sheers
for dress-up—or wear-forwork service weights. And
all are full fashioned with
reinforced feet!

Children's Colorful

ANKLETS
15c

GoboviSoe‘
Poter0.

For big and little girls!
Sturdy cotton socks in
the gayest sport colors
imaginable!

There are other
New Styles

A Truly Thoughtful Valentine Gift For Her!

3.95 to 7.95

WOMEN'S CYNTHIA SLIPS
Slips to please the most fastidious miss! Some pretty with
lace, others in classic tailored
styles. In smooth rayon crepe
)1. lustrous rayon satin! Sizes
32 to 40.

tailored, `on the
job" or dating
types ... high,
midway or college-height heels!
BLACK, TURF TAN,
BLUE! Pick your
punpsl

Finely Tailored Or Lace Trimmed Styles!

LOVELY ADONNA PANTIES

DOODLE

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Department
Store"

$4.98
Whatever your
activities this
spring . . . you'll
need at least
two new print
frocks! Sport
styles, casual types
and dressy models in
gay colors. Sizes 12-20

Beautifully cut to fit smoothly
under your slimmest
dresses.
Several styles, lace trimmed, embroidered or plain.
'
Big Values from the Men's Shop!

SHIRTS, SHORTS and BRIEFS
-

44
'

Ada
04.
4

\\A
X

•

Smart new stripings in fine
shorts with
comfortably
shaped seats. Form-fitting
Swiss ribbed shirts and
knit briefs with
panel
backs. '

1

29 Princeton Shoe Co.
each

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
111111111.01.11111.111111.11.11lllll11111111111110111111111.1111111M111.1.1.1
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Farmers Prepare
To Produce All
The Food Needed

Tagalog, the national
uage of the Philippines,
taught with English berm.
Japanese invasion.
Africa
UP)
Johannesburg, South
--This is the story of a man of
Wanted! Men Arid
physically
Extra sugar will not be given courage who, wrecked
ysoium
ho
:
paire t:
rien.iponsri.
tnhifisW
remain
for the curing of meats as was by the war, refused to
Hearing
done for canning, it is announc- a helpless cripple.
Ronald Vincent, 21, was a
ed. Since the amounts of sugar
with the British army in hearingarT
ed, 1;o
gunner
loetahgo
eururied
lk
frn
eesnte
ea
a
din
ily
oW
1ir;
gmazeg.
et
required are small, farmers are
tadso nm
olase
Western Desert. One day ing buzzin)s.tg
ny
s sdau:hatos
the
asked to use sugar from the
explodor
coagulated
tne
ne
rdhueodyned
(c
m
haetI
an -Italian hand grenade
ry
table supply, or to substitute ed nearby. Vincent lost both
that
syrup or honey to sugar-cure arms and his sight.
enabled them to hear well again.
Discharged from the hospital, You must hear better after maktheir pork this year.
equipped with artificial ing this simple test or
From one to one and a half Vincent,
Eaacrk partopo
a nt(,
od
enrolled in a Capetown your t moneye b
arms,
pounds of sugar to 100 pounds of
aii,k?t
African
South
school.
A
training
DAWSON'
DRUG
S
STORE
trimmed meat will probably be firm devised a typewriter with
enough, say home economists at a keyboard of perforated metal.
the Kentucky College of Agri- With small wooden pegs attachculture and Home Economics. ed to his artificial wrists, Vinmemorizing the keyOr, in place of sugar, two and cent, after
punched out the letters
board,
a half pounds of honey, sorghum
inserting the pegs in the
or corn syrup to 100 pounds of by
Creomulsion relieves pron.;
be.
_\
tedious
trimmed meat may be substitut- proper holes. After many
cause it goes right to the sea•
the
PRESIDENT LUNCHES IN OPEN—President Roosevelt paused during his review
practice
he
and
study
weeks
of
help
loosen
trouble
to
ati.
.pc
of
U. S. ed. Select the sweetening the
troops in French Morocco to eat a field lunch in the open from a mess kit. Left to right
germ laden phlegm, and aid
•Ilre
excellent typist.
Harry Hopkins, Lieut. Gen. Mark W. Clark, the President and Maj. Gen. George S. Patton, are family likes best. Ready-mixed became an
to soothe and heal raw, ter.
Jr.
first,
his
finished
just
has
He
bronchial
flamed
mucous
curing
mixtures that contain
—AP Telemat
branes. Tell your druggist to
7ov
sugar are sometimes sold by lock- detective - thriller—a story of a bottle of Creomulsio
n will'
er plants that do custom curing. spies at work in Brazil. Now he derstanding you must like ti
tt
kr.
The plain salt cure may also is enroute to England for furth- quickly allays the cough or
to have your money back.
study.
er
be relied upon. The hams may
not be liked as well as when
sugar-cured, but they will keep
satisfactorily.

No Extra Sugar
For Curing Meat

Better management and use
of more machinery will enable
Kentucky farmers to make all
the increases in production wanted this year, says Dr. Roy E.
Proctor of the State College of
Agriculture and Home Ecomics.
Farmers are making careful
plans, says Dr. Proctor. They are
planning their crops and their
livestock production so as to
make the best use of feeds and
labor.
Dr. Proctor stresses better use
of machinery. In many neighborhoods there is a sufficient
supply of equipment, if it is
fully used, he thinks. It may be
necessary for many farmers to
rent machinery, or hire its owners to use it to seed, cultivate or
harvest crops. In other cases,
equipment will be exchanged, or
labor traded for machinery.
Many farmers will use more
horses and mules this season, in
order to use large machinery.
Practical short-cuts will be developed and labor-saving devices used.
Where more livestock can be
handled, it is suggested that it
may be found on near-by farms,
where neighbors have more
stock than they can care for.
Farmers are doing much solid
thinking and planning this winter, Dr. Proctor has found. They
want to produce all they possibly can to help win the war, and
to make money with which to
buy bonds, pay debts and build
up reserves for a rainy day.

Handless Veteran
Writes Mystery Story

Hard Of

Beware Coughs
from common colds
That Hang On

CREOMULSION

Point Rationing

Continued from Page Three
7. Q. What determines the
need for changing point values?
A. The relative scarcity of a
food. If it is necessary to slow
up the rate at which consumers
are buying a particular food,
OPA will raise its point value.
8. Q. Can a retailer change
the point value of a food if he
has a surplus of it on his own
shelves?
The
Army
Quartermaster
A. No. Only the OPA can set
Corps has developed a goggle
point values and they are uniwith five interchangeable lenses.
form the country over. A retailer, however, may lower the
Honduras is the greatest bamoney price of a food if he
nana land in the world, anwishes to sell more of it.
nually exporting
12
million
9. Q. Suppose I want to buy
stems.
something worth 6 points and
have only 8-point stamps left
for the current period?
A. During the last week of
FIRE SWEEPS CHICAGO WAREHOUSE--Fire and smoke roll from
a theatrical warehouse on each ration period, you will be
Chicago's near west side, while firemen pour tons of water into the building
in an effort to allowed to use stamps of the
stop the blaze. Fire Commissioner Michael J. Correigan estimated the
107;41 W. Main Street
damage at $125,000.
next period. For example, you
—AP Telemat may use your April
Princeton, Ky.
stamps durborhood leaders.
ing the last week in
March.
Specializing in the care of the
Members of homemakers' clubs
In Wolfe county, it is esti- I That will give you an extra supeyes and the correction of
ply of stamps of all denominain Hardin county are making mated that egg production
Visual Difficulties.
is 100
Poultry producers in Logan
tions. If you use all your 8- and
good use of books secured
percent
greater
now than at this 5-point stamps first, you
county who combine good man- through
should
the Frankfort traveling time last
year.
agement and equipment are re- library.
not run into this difficulty.
A
quiz
program
concerning
ceiving good returns.
Poultry producers in Jessa4-H Club work and personalities
Five hundred pounds of tin mine county are planning a
Mr. Milton 13atsel of Muhlenbig in Christian county was an
in- bery county received $1,064 for
cans were brought to .club meet- increase in flocks this
year. teresting part of the annual
4-H 2,268 pounds of tobacco raised
ings by homemakers in Shelby Many take pride in having
fry- club banquet.
county in December.
ers the year around.
on one and two-tenths acres.
Ninety pairs of silk hose were
In Floyd county, dairymen are
In a study of pictures, homesalvaged
at
a
4-H
Club meeting responded to rollcall with the
feeding linseed oil meal and makers in Fulton county
have in Harlan county when members number
of hose brought.
home grown molasses supple- framed 250 prints,
principally of
ment with mineral supplement flowers, fruits, birds
and maps.
Capital Stock Co. Insurance for
the first time.
Ten farmers in Grayson counis safe and reliable.
To date, 1,600 Morgan county ty are selling graded
eggs, rePrinceton, K).
Phone 25 boys and girls have enlisted in ceiving two cents above local
the 4-H Club food-for-freedom prices, with the
110 S. Jefferson St.
eggs picked up
campaign encouraged by neigh- at the farm.
iresiseeneweresioneenumiss
School lunches are now being
served in every school in Carroll
county through the aid of a

WIFE FEELING FINE NOW,
HE TAKES RETONGA
Felt So Weak She Was Un- "Her relief through Retonga .5
able To Do Her HoUsework simply remarkable. Shu eaa
At Times, He States. Re- anything
she wants, and has re•
gains 15 Lbs. Lost Weight.
"Retonga relieved my wife of
distress and she has regained
fifteen pounds. You won't find
a happier home in East Tennessee than ours is now," declares
Mr. Charles R. Heiser, well
known home owner of Route 2,
Powell Station, Tenn.
"Mrs. Heiser had no appetite
and suffered severe gas pains
and indigestion from the little
she did eat," continued Mr.
Heiser. "Her nerves were on
edge, and she suffered badly
from sluggish elimination. She
tried many medicines, but she
finally lost so much weight and
became so weak that a lot of
the time she was unable to do
her housework.

gained fifteen pounds. 'Even
that terrible sluggish elimination
is relieved. She is on the go
all the time now. One of
beauties of Retonga is that y
don't have to spend a fortun,
to get the relief it is going
bring you."
Retonga is a purely her,
gastric tonic combined with Vita.
min B-1, and is intended to relieve such symptoms as he discribed when they are due
loss of appetite, insufficient fl
of gastric juices in the
the toxic effects of const4.,...z,
and Vitamin B-1 deficiency ike,
cept no substitute. Retonga rtay
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store.
—ado

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Fire and Auto
Insurance
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Comfort
Convenience

.4

laxaliva

your child should
LIKE

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay ore yours, always, at
When your child n••cle a
laxative give him on• Ii• will
probably enjoy taking -pleasant tasting Syrup of Black.
Draught. Given as directed,
it is uau•Ily mild in action,
yet effective.
Follow Label Directions

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from -home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
"aloe to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove excess
acids and other waste matter from the
blond.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, diminem,
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with marting and burning is another sign that something is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Don's Pills. It la better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide •pprovel than on something lees favorably
known. Done's have been tried and tooted many years. Ar• at all drug stores.
Get Doas's today.

You should meet him—learn to know him
better—
know what his training and experience means to
you in
sight and visual comfort.
Your OPTOMETRIST specializes in the care of
your
eyes and the correction of their visual troubles.
Licensed
by an exacting State Board of Examiners, your
Optometrist today must possess a minimum of four years
specialized college training in an accepted institution.

For better vision—for eye comfort
Consult your Optometrist regularly!
Presented by the Kentucky Association of
Optometrists in the interest of better vision.

Thursday, Feb. 11
10:00 O'clock P. M.
Due to ill health have sold my farm
for Sale the following prop
Spring Jersey Cow
Cow, Cow Just Vealed
Three-Year-Old Cows and Calves
Spring Cows
Spring Jersey Heifer
Jersey Heifers
Saddle Horses
Yearling Mule Colt
Mare Mule (2-years-old)
Mare Mule (3-years-old)
Mare Mule (4-yearso)d)
Mare Mule (5-years-old)
Mare in foal by jack
Brood Sows (farrow in
April)
10 Shoats (average wt.
40 to 50 lbs.)
McCormick-Deering Separator
, large
Same as new,
2 Ten-Gallon Cream
1 Five-Gallon Cream Cans
1 Mowing Machine Can
1 Two-Row Corn (good shape)
1 Disc Cultivator Planter (fertilizer ati
1 No. 12 Disc Harrow
3 Breaking Plows
2 Farm Wagons (one
:3 Ratus Plows
1 14-tooth Harrow
1 "A" Harrow
2 Sets Wagon Gears
2 Sets Check Lines
4 Sets Plow Gears
6 Bridles
Some Log ('hains
1 Lot Of Corn
(approx. 600 bushels)
200-yards Tobacco
1 Lot Singletrees, Canvass (new)
Doubletrees,
other items too numerousPitchforks. hot.- Ind
to mention.
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Rationing To Mean
Fair Distribution

Game Kill
ort Essential

At Conferences

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

Free Book Tellsof Hoone Treatment that
With food rationing to start
Mast Help or it WMI Cost You Nothing
sometime in February, so that
Over two million bottle' of the WILLA RD
have been sold for reliefof
TREATMENT
share,
fair
everyone will get his
symptoms of distress arising from Stomach
due to[mese Add —
Ulcers
Duodenal
sod
what
just
wondering
are
folks
rem Olgestien. Sour or Upset Stomach,
sitemInsid, Heartburn. Sleeplessness, etc.,
y James J. Gilpin
the food situation is. Some ecodue to Excess Add. Sold on IS days' trial I
kfort, Feb. 3—An urgent
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well as for lease-lend use,
as
as
Frankfort,
Division, in
even though the crop this year
s possible in order that
should be short. The supply of
formation might be forfats and oils is not as large as
to the U. S. Fish and
In Standard Old Line Comlast year, but larger than in
e Service in Chicago as a
supplies
Sugar
panies . . . Safety for Your
years.
pre-war
of
amount
or figuring the
may be smaller than last year
Property and Peace of Mind
ition that should be rebecause of transportation diffifor Yourself.
for Kentucky hunters for
culties.
3 hunting season.
WWAC Captain Louise AnderMore sweet potatoes and dried son (above) of Denver, Colo.,
efield stated that he had
are in prospect for use was the only woman present
beans
from
d a communication
because of a big carry-over. at the conferences between
Phone 14
'sh and Wildlife Service
Should the white potato crop President .Roosevelt and Prime
Princeton, Ky.
ting such information imCasablanca.
at
Churchill
Minister
WOUNDED GUNNER TREATED UNDER FIRE—A British gun crew member in Tripolitania treats be only average, there will be
ely so that this organi- the
Morocco. She is a stenographer
wounded shoulder of a comrade in a slit trench while their six-pounder (in background)
available than at Lt. Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's
could present figures to continues to blast at Axis forces retreating toward Tunisia. This is an Official British photo. fewer potatoes
The Leader leads in its field.
last last year.
--AP Telemat
headquarters.
authorities to prove that
—AP Telemat
The supply of fruits and vegeame killed in Kentucky
tables will depend on weather,
4-H'ers Market
ed as a table meat is eslabor and transportation. There
to the all-out war effort
Leaf For $17,032
will be more home canning than
stifles the release of amand 1/5 cup water. Cover and
By Mrs. Alexander George
More than $17,032 was receiv- ever before. Gardeners will be
the
on to the nimrods for
Associated Press Features
simmer 10 minutes for veal liver ed by 60 4-H club members at urged to plant vegetables with
unting season.
Some of our very best meats and 1.5 for any other kind.
tobacco the most food value.
the Harrison
county
almade
been
have
ests
from the standpoint of food
Poultry and egg production
a
is
Ragout
company
Kidney
show and sale when they sold
by the Division of Game
will be increased, but so will
value and flavor are on the un- dish. Scald, skin and soak 6
in
times
of
number
a
'sh
36,976 pounds at an average of overseas shipment; hence there
rationed list. Another advantage
ally every paper in the
lamb kidneys for half an hour in $46.05 per hundred pounds. Gene- will be less for home consumpunrestricted
these
of
certain
of
or these game kill reports
3 cups cold water and 1 tablemeats is their comparative cheapva Ransdel sold the high crop tion. Fish supplies will be small•
date the response has been
spoon salt. Cut in inch pieces
ness.
for an average of $54.34 for a er. Meat will be rationed so
eak.
sprinkle
and
3
with
tablespoons
We have completed arrangements with a longthat everyone will get his fair
Liver, of course, has a threethe back of each hunting
lemon juice. Brown in 3 table- hundred pounds. She also sold share. It is expected that the
blood-building
a
as
rating
star
filled
is a form to be
established, reliable firm, which specializes in
food. Calf's liver, as you know, spoons fat, melted in frying pan. the high basket for $57 a hund- total supply of milk will be the
tate the numbers of each
Stir
2
in
flour
tablespoons
and
score,
total
the
on
But
red.
probably
will
civilians
but
same,
class
price
been in the high
overhauling and rebuilding typewriters off all
,T game killed during the has
for some time, but the thriftier cook slowly until well browned. which included a record book, get less because of large shipand mail the license at
cup
1
Add
water
a
boiling
with
she was surpassed by Harold ments being sent over-seas.
makes, to act as their agents in Hopkinsville.
beef, pork and lamb livers, are
o Frankfort, in care of the
bouillon cube dissolved in it, /
4 Dunn whose tobacco sold for
1
nourishing.
as
just
Fish.
n of Game and
Taking little preparation time teaspoon salt and Vs teaspoon $53.80 a hundred. On the record Don't Overwork Cupid
are Creole Liver Cakes. Mix to- paprika. Simmer 5 minutes. book alone, Jane Ross was the
The government is trying to
ling Style
gether a pound of ground liver Serve over hot boiled rice. Garn- winner.
We do not call for and deliver typerwriters
discourage wasteful use of the
weather will be no prob- (kind depends upon your selec- ish with parsley.
mails. Letters from family and
I was able to buy half a pound
•
Dona Drake. If her winter tion and pocketbook), 3 tableUse For Curling-Irons
friends are welcomed by every
celery, of chicken liver yesterday and
chopped
or frocks aren't warm spoons each
Do you still have an old-fashin the service, but the aver2 cup fashioned a grand dish with ioned curling iron? Maybe you man
1
parsley, /
for the day, she adds a onions and
doesn't care about
soldier
age
some
mushrooms.
made
fresh
It
emerald green quilted taf- crumbs (dried bread or crackthink there's not much use for mail from unknown good Samar2 teaspoon a hit with the family and I am it in these days of permanents,
1
etticioat. It's lined with er), 1 egg, beaten, /
itans.
4 teaspoon pepper and 2 trying it on company soon. Wash but here's a suggestion: If you're
1
xcuse please, aralac—that salt, /
So, in case you're sending
the livers in cold water and
abric that's as warm as tablespoons cream. Shape into
without a glove stretcher, run a Valentines abroad, don't be
3
with
Sprinkle
tablespoons
dry.
thick.
inch
cakes about 1/42
2 teaspoon salt and 1/13 cold curling iron into each finger stupid about cupid. Those darts
1
Sprinkle with flour and brown flour, /
INCORPORATED
of your freshly washed doeskin of his are dangerous when they
"juvenile" age limit for on both sides in 3 tablespoons teaspoon pepper. Brown in 4 gloves. You can stretch them
take up space the Army needs
fat
bacon)
used
tablespoons
(I
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
ers varies among states fat, heated in frying pan. Add
gently into the desired shape this for heavier ammunition.
cup condensed tomato soup heated in frying pan. Add 1 way.
he age of 16 to 21.
cup scraped cubed mushrooms,
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJ JJJJJJJJJJJJ JJJJJJ
JJJJJJJ
2 cup diced celery and 2 table- cover and bake 10 minutes. Re1
/
spoons each chopped green pep- move heart to serving platter
pers (or pimientos), onions and and thicken the dripping by adparsley. Cover and simmer 5 ding 2 tablespoons butter mixed
IT'S SMART TO
minutes. Add 2 cups chicken with 3 tablespoons flour. Pour
a over the heart. Leftover heart
stock (I saved some from
stewer for this dish). Cook slow- can be chopped and made into
ly 10 minutes and then add 2 cakes or meat loaf mixture or
cups cooked noodles. This makes combined with cegetables and
a perfect meal when accompan- combined with cegetables and
ied by a tossed green salad,
Since Oysters are unrationed
hard rolls and baked apples and and in their prime, try this
FROM CLOTHES
cream.
quick way of preparing them:
Stuffed Calf's Heart is filled Spread 1 pint small oysters in
with needed vitamins. Wash and shallow, buttered baking dish,
discard veins and arteries from sprinkle with 4 tablespoons meltthe heart—the butcher may do ed butter blended with 2 tablethis for you. Stuff with your spoons each chili sauce, catsup
best savory filling and tie the and horseradish. Add /
4 tea1
peg
heart together or
with spoon salt, Vs teaspoon paprika
skewers. Sprinkle with flour and and 2 tablespoons lemon juice.
quickly brown on all sides in Broil 10 minutes or until well
a small amount of fat heated in brown. Serve with escalloped
frying pan. Transfer heart to cabbage, fruit salad, hot biscasserole and add 1 cup water cuts and a fresh fruit dessert.
and /
4 cup chopped onions to
1
the frying pan. Boil a minute and
then pour over the heart. SprinJ. E.
NATIONAL
kle with 1 teaspoon salt, /
4 tea1
.)
HERROD
LIFE
AND
spoon each pepper and poulACCIDENT
try seasoning. Cover and bake
"Shield Man"
for 2 hours in moderately slow
Princeton, Ky.
oven—about 325 degrees F. Un-

ormation Needed
r Estimating 1943
munition Needs

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young,Agt

Learn To Use Unrationed Meats

Typewriter
REPAIRING

WORK GUARANTEED
PRICES REASONABLE!

CORNETTEN

GET

1942

TAXES

1942

Your State, County and School
Taxes are now due and payable
at Sheriff's office.
A large number of

Poll Taxes

Help your
are now overdue
Schools and your County by
Paying

•0111,'S
yoU

At Cornick's

)
ge size,

You'll find these special bargains in the same
quality gasoline you'll find elsewhere. Drive in today
and give our products a test.

attachment)

"STOP SCOWLING, DAD!"

Wagon Gears
'low Gears
Log Chains
z)
chforks, hoes and
a mention.

This
elvertissiout
mem le
The Satirise
Evelio' Pest
fib. I

"I know you have taxes to pay! But
this 'new suit' is just last year's, with
a Sanitone face lift.
"Seems like all my clothes are wearing better since I've been sending
them to Farmer's. They do such careful work!"

Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Oil
Two gallon can

I have just received my New 1943 Wallpaper
Samples. Priced from 6c to 60 per roll. Come in today
and let me serve you.

SALE

ER
Phone 197
Please Return Our Coat Hangers
ciWiPTN

fRIOTOSOINIEIPIEMNFORRIdIgii

171
2c
/
18.6c
2c
/
161
9c
qt. 15c
$1.10

R. B. Williams, Mgr.

After February 28, 1943 there
will be a 6% Penalty and 6%
Interest added to your taxes
Pay early and save the extra cost

Mitchell Cliff

Thursday, February 4, 19
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Fire Department
Gets Three Calls
During January

Training In Texas

'Burley Sales Drop
To lowest Average

t WITH OUR HEROES #
IN SERVICE

(Continued from Page One)
Butner, N. C., was on furlough
last week-end visiting his parDark Fired tobacco sales Tuesents, Mr. and Mrs. Hular Wynn, day on the Hopkinsville market
Eddyville, Route I.
totaled 191,148 pounds at $16.43
* * *
average per hundred pounds
Cadet Owen K. Hutchinson, with receipts amounting to $31,son of Mrs. Ora Lee Hutchinson, 409.49, the State Department of
Madisonville St., is at Enid Arm". Agriculture reported Wednesday.
Flying School, Enid, Okla. to
There was no report on local
complete his basic training.
burley sales. An Associated Press
Staff Sgt. Furman E. Gray, dispatch from Louisville said
son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. improvements were registered in
Gray, near Princeton, is station- both prices and poundage on
ed at Rapid City, South Dakota. Kentucky Burley tobacco markPfc. Charles L. Skees, of the ets Tuesday as sales opened in
Coast Artillery (AA), Camp what will be the final week for
most centers.
The State Department of Agriculture reported sales totaling
FOR SALE: 4 excellent ten pin 2,104,440 pounds, with growers
bowling alleys; 18 balls, pins, receiving $857,039.69, ans average
etc. 50% of value, if sold immediately. Reason, must vacate of $40.73 a hundred weight. The
Bldg. Vert C. Fraser, Provi- price average slumped to seasonltc al lows last week.
dence. Ky.
OVERALLS are scarce, but we Hulen, Texas, has been promoted
have new lot at last. Wood
ltc to rank of Corporal. He is a son
& McElfatrick.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Skees,
FOR SALE: Warm Morning Heat- Princeton.
ing Stove used six weeks, also
Portable noiseless Remington
Typewriter. 299 Washington,
Phone 670.
ltp

Shortt Resigns As
Night Policeman At
Council Meeting
Monday Night

At Monday night's session of
the city council, Delmar Shortt
tendered his
registration
as
policeman to accept a better
position with the State Highway
Patrol. As a temporary expedient, a reassignment of hours of
regular policemen was effected,
making unnecessary appointment
Corp. J. B. Pilaut, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William W. Pilaut,
1 of a successor to Mr. Shortt.
January police court collect- Princeton, is stationed at Camp
with the Tank Deions totaled $295.12 with re- Hood. Texas,
stroyer Battalion. Corp. Pilaut
plevin bonds totaling $105.55, ac- was inducted into the Army last
cording to rpeorts of Police Chief October.
E. E. Jones and acting Police
Judge R. G. McClelland, whose Get Odd Jobs Done
reports were approved by City Now, Advises Agent
Attorney I. Gordon Lisariby.
That this is the time for farmOne-half of police court collectto get certain jobs out of the
ers
ions went to the George Coon
Library. There were 38 cases way has been pointed out to
docketed in police court during farmers by Agricultural Agent
January and total fines and Walker J. Reynolds of Jackson FULL LINE of Sweatshirts, $1.
Wood & McElfatrick.
ltc
costs assessed aggregated $452. county.
The application of phosOf the cases docketed, 30 were
LOST: English setter, white and
liver spots, answers to name of
for drunkenness, all convicted phate, the repair of farm tools,
"Joe". Reward. Western Auto
except one, dismissed on recom- farm fencing, spreading barn1
Store.
mendation of Judge McClelland. yard manure, and preparing
WINTER
Just
still
rehere.
is
Treasurer W. E. McCaslin re- enough fuel to run through the
ceived shipment of Leather
ported balances in all funds at crop year as some of the jobs
Coats, due last November.
close of January aggregated $6,- that can best be done in this inWood & McElfatrick.
ltc
749.81 with nearly $3,000 of the between season,
said Mr. ReyFOR SALE Recleaned and tested
aggregate available for operat- nolds.
Sweet Clover Seed at 50%
ing expenses. The month's exsaving and Korean Seed at
penditures aggregated $4,982.68, pollution.
Bargain. See or write Howard
including $1,032.50 from
Fire Chief J. L. Sigler reported
the
Pickering, Rt. 2, Princeton. ltp
sinking fund in payment of in- the fire department responded to
BABY CHICKS: 21 breeds, bloodterest on water works bonds. three alarms during January and
tested, $5.95 and up; Prompt
Collector Quisenberry reported presented a bill for $109.50 for
shipments Monday or Tuesdays. Electric brooders. Write
receipts for January totaled $5,- services rendered by the firefor prices. Hoosier, 716 West
957.82, while the past week's men.
Jefferson. Louisville, Ky. 1-4
total collections were $1,443.73.
W.P.A. House-Keeping Project
Water Superintendent Harold is scheduled for discontinuance "WE PAY CASH" for late model
Fords. Chevrolets and
PlyMcConnell reported total instal- on February 4, as reported by
mouth Cars, with good tires.
lation of 1,352 meters with 82 Mrs. Gayle Pettit, supervisor,
Sugg & Co., 406 Second St.,
out of service at close of Jan- who expressed appreciation to
Henderson, Ky., Phone 2321.
uary. One new water tap was members of the city council for
made, three meters connected support and co-operation she had FOR SALE—Horses and mules,
cheap. Any number; also some
and two disconnected
during received as the project's supersaddle horses. J. F. Teal, KeoJanuary. The month's receivable visor. The session was attended
sangua, Iowa.
3tp
accounts in the water depart- by Councilmen Blackburn, Jones,
ment totaled $1,838.10. Water Lacey, Morgan and Quinn with FOR SALE—Orchard Grass seed.
McElroy and Williams, Freanalysis showed freedom from Mayor Cash presiding.
donia, Phone 42-J.
tf

CLASSIFIED ADS

Pound

it. size

lb.

Kellogg's

giant size pkg.

Sunshine Evaporated
tall can

Lipton's Noodle
pkg.

1k

Green or Yellow
1 lb. pkg.

Spic, & Span
Fancy Rice

AND

Tractor
Repairing
DAY OR NIGHT

olume 71

hoe Buying Is
Brisk Here After
Rationing Order

Electric and Acetylene
WELDING
USED PARTS
GUARANTEED SERVICE

James Spurlock
Phones--Night 140
Day 672
WALKER'S USED CAR LOT

1
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Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed Ire.

Starting Friday, February 5, all housekeepers, grocers, hotels, restaurants and other
establichments must order their bottled milk products before the truck leaves the milk
plant.
There will be no pint bottles of Milk offered for sale, retail or wholesale. Bottles Must
be returned daily or NO MILK.

bulk

pound

Lj(

Under this Government ruling, no milk distributor is permitted to carry extra supplies

Elgin or All-Sweet—very high quality 1C
OLEOMARGARINE
lb.

on his trucks or to make delivery of any bottled milk products unless he has standing

Mustard quart jar 10(
Cream Cheese
30(
Snack
Toilet Soap
Pop Corn lb 9( 3 .b.25(
full

orders or definite advance orders. If you have a standing order, it is not necessary
phone unless you wish to change it or order additional supplies.

lb.

a delicious confection

This means that grocers, hotels and other retailers of milk must carefully
estimate their

package

needs in advance to insure ample, but not excessive, supplies, as it
is unlawful for

Cashme
cr
ke
ke B°g"t

any milk distributor to accept the return of of any bottled milk products.

E$2.75)
size
.1.71 Red Delicious
lb.
HEAD LETTUCE
each 12/(
=
7=7.— ORANGES
Nice and fresh
=
= nice size
dozen
29(
KALE
GREENS
lb. 1 k
=
Idaho (all purpose)
NMI
Large Sweet
a- POTATOES
10
pounds
SPANISH
ONIONS
=
lb.
.
.-E
- Crisp Florida
Solid head
=CELERY
bunch
CABBAGE
=
=
=
Use plenty citrus fruit, oranges, grapefruit and
=
tangerines. More for your
= Money
all the tine.
=
=

61(

33(
6(

Also the housekeeper must anticipate the quanity of bottled milk
products she will
need from day to day, wheather she buys from the store or the milk
distributor.
imam.

We are confident that Princeton people will respond to the
necessities of this Govern
ment order. Anyone who fails to do so is subject to severe
penalties.

6k

I RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES
4,ziri'mf
.40
.015t720;

Allotment Is Three
Pairs For Each Perso
Stocks Good In
Local Stores

1111 t 01 1111c.1 01

Ordered In Advance

=
=
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
.
=
-...Tm APPLES—(bushel
Large

.1?
-1- 4

Automobile

Says All Milk Must Be

23(

pkg.

Le

1laiveabbl4
nobleman beA certain
would
sought him that he son:
come and heal his
point
for he was at the
of death.
Jesus saith, Go thy way;
thy son liveth.
serAs he was going his
vants met him, saying,
Thy son liveth.
that
So the father knew hour,
It was at the same
Thy
in which Jesus said,
son liveth.--John 4:46-53

ri

United States Government

A CLEAN PLATE at the end of the meal is a patriotic must today. Nothing =
left but the bones, and why serve many bones! They should be in the soup :kettle. A little food left on your plate used to be mark of good breeding. Today, a
it's unpatriotic. More for your Money all the time.

Jack Frost

THE P

p0ss

Molt,Liz

k• A
•
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WARTIME FOOD MANNERS I
Cakes
pound 111(
Cakes Fig Bar
16(
Dried Prunes
16(t
21(
= _All Bran
-3 Matches .:e'Ziltr 6 boxes 29
Milk
10c
I Soup Mix
12
I Split Peas

of
A total of 3,500,000 acres
were
districts
grazing
federal
converted to military training
areas in 1941-42.

• Your Local Milk Dealer

a

•
Rill111111111E111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111
[11111111111111111111111111111111111111IUMUMMINE111111111111HIIIIMINIIIIIIIII

(By Associated Press)
Washington —Chairman
of the War
ald M. Nelson
duction Board and Price Ad
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Ms
public Tuesday
'overbuying" clothing and
"at the present time there
no shortage of clothing
therefore no need for rationi

egm
heal
lal
r dr
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mu
ie C
one

Shoe buying picked up bri
ly in Princeton Tuesday toll
• g sudden rationing of the
ion's footwear Sunday by
rder issued from the Wh
ouse. Sales were suspen
onday, resumed Tuesday w
shoes
us'
mans buying
oupon No 17, of Ration
o I. Local merchants had g
tacks of shoes on hand as
ationing began.
The ration is three pairs
ar for every man, woman a
id, but members of a tam
ay pool their coupons so t
me may buy more if oth
ay less
The order covers all shoes co
thing any leather and all ru
r-soled shoes, but not slippe
ft-soled baby shoes or sto
'ear such as rubbers and arcti
hoe repair work and secon
and shoes are not rationed.
At the same time, announ
ent was made that manufa
urers will be ordered to a
evening slippers, men
tent leather shoes, two-to
oes and many types of speci
rts wear in order to ma
e best use of the leather su
ly
In contrast to advance pu
'city on previous rationing
ertakings, the 'shoe order w
romulgated without advan
arising either to the public
usinessmen.
When rationed sales start
esday, the No. 17 stamp o
gar-coffee ration books w
. Every such stamp will
ood for one pair of shoes
unti
line 15, when a new
stamp wi
designated.
Officials said the nation sti
a large stock of
shoes an
an:prang was instituted to
pre
nt hoarding and
provide
beral a ration as
possible.

est I

ewing Room Ships
ariety Of Garments;
nitters Also Busy
The local Red
Cross Sewing
In, under
direction of Mrs.
• H.
Calloway, shipped last
k 90 women's
gowns, 60
.rls' gowns,
25 boys' shirts, 17
n's
convalescent robes and 44
s convalescent
dren'
robes.
J. D.
Alexander, instructor
the knitting
project, reports
e knitters
have completed 90
-neck drab
sleeveless sweaters,
blue
square-neck sleeveless
'eaters. three
wool scarfs, two
Sweaters and
e
two
.les'
cardigans, to be
shipped
Mrsw
" B. Ratliff
:
spent last
kend with
tore
ldil'sand relativesin

Pro-

Evansvill

as Board Is
Re

ew Ration
Alio
-es

were mailed
by the
gaaoline
rationing board
'ek to
all
motorists due to
new
rations March 1,
them on
notice to
apply
"r,
said lifm,t,crrkHollowell.
holders of B
and
honks will
confer a
the
board if they favor
'0 March
1, as that apply
is the
'len the
new point
system
begins, for
food, and
will be
heavily bursiti
thrdthae
t
skident of B
and C
ehiolged their books who
occupations
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